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Fire is a major disturbance force that affects global ecosystems and associated biomes and plays a 
pivotal r ole i n t he d etermination of ec osystem s tructure, f unctionality and d ynamics. A nthropogenic 
environmental disturbances have resulted in shifts in fire regimes and the biogeochemical processes 
of these ecosystems are thus unable to function as they have done in the past, impacting both floral 
and faunal species. Therefore there is a need for anthropogenic management. Prescribed burning is 
one of  t he f ew b eneficial fire management opt ions available t o decrease t he severity of  wildfires, 
decrease the associated costs in suppressing these fires and restore fire-dominated ecosystems.  
 
The uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site (UDP-WHS) is predominantly managed for 
water resource and n ature c onservation, a nd f ire h azard r eduction. I t i s d ivided i nto m anagement 
compartments in w hich prescribed m anagement b urns ar e c onducted, ( i.e. manager’s bur n by 
compartment). These compartments are subdivided by three altitudinal belts (alpine, sub-alpine and 
montane). Each of  t hese bel ts c ontains different v egetation c ommunities and t herefore r equires 
different f ire r egimes. However these c ompartments do n ot c oincide with t he n atural c ontours an d 
consequently, t he a ltitudinal belts of  t he P ark. T his i s pr oblematic f or m anagement as  a c ertain 
percentage per altitudinal belt is required to be burnt annually. When burning a compartment that falls 
within two or more belts, the total area of that compartment needs to be sub-divided into its respective 
altitudinal belts as a whole compartment can be prescribed to burn not a sub-division thereof. 
 
A fire management environmental decision support system (EDSS) was developed to achieve 
prescribed b urning objectives i n t he UDP-WHS. T he s ystem i s bas ed on ecologically i deal f ire 
regimes and f ire m anagement obj ectives of  t he her itage s ite, using G IS an d associated gr aphs t o 
visually display the required fire regimes. The EDSS data preparation, statistical analysis and 
modelling was c ompleted us ing ESRI ArcGIS s uite (ArcMap, S cene and C atalog). I ts m ain 
components are t wo m odels, a n excel s preadsheet and  a n ArcMap doc ument. T he s preadsheet 
contains t he historical b urning dat a of  t he m anagement c ompartments bas ed on t he c ompartment 
codes, with each compartment being not burnt or having a burning treatment. Years Since Last Burnt 
(YSLB) was calculated from these data and joined to the management compartments in the ArcMap 
document. The Intermediate output m odel was developed t o c reate num erous t emporary out puts 
allowing decision makers to decide which compartments to treat with prescribed burning by re-running 
the model with required alterations. The second model (Final Output model) is then run to export the 
selected bur ning t reatment i n t able f ormat t o u pdate t he or iginal hi storical da ta, a nd c onsequently 
YSLB, in the excel and ArcMap document. The ArcMap document contains the user interface housing 
the gr aphs f or eac h al titudinal be lt s howing t he per centage ar ea s elected t o be bur nt p er YSLB 
compared to the minimal, maximum and ideal fire regimes. The fire management EDSS for the UDP-
WHS c onsists of  an A rcMap doc ument, ge odatabase, ex cel d ocument and f olders, w hich are al l 
housed in one single folder. The use of GIS and EDSSs in environmental management improves the 
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In a universe informed by fire, fire becomes a universal tool. To the prehominid fires of the earth, 
humans have added, subtracted, redistributed, and rearranged. Human societies have inserted fire 
into every conceivable place for every conceivable purpose, and they have done so for so long and so 
pervasively that it is impossible to disentangle fire from either human life or the biosphere (Pyne 1995: 
299). 
 
Fire is a major disturbance force that has affected global ecosystems for approximately 420 
million years (Bowman and Murphy 2010; Parr and Chown 2003) with this force impacting 
upon many biomes across the world including forests, grasslands, savannas, heathlands 
and Mediterranean systems (Bond and Keeley 2005; Bowman and Murphy 2010; Brown 
2000a; P arr and C hown 2003;  Trabaud 1987 ). A di versity of  flora and f auna species are 
dependent on fire for survival and therefore many ecosystems are fire-dependent i n 
maintaining the bi ogeochemical processes. A natural complex fire regime creates habitat 
complexity b y est ablishing a pa tch mosaic landscape co mprising o f vegetation pat ches in 
different regenerative stages. This complexity provides a diverse range of microclimates, 
resources and habitats, increasing both floral and faunal species r ichness (Bowman and 
Murphy 2010) . Fire, b eing a  multiscale pr ocess, has and co ntinues to have, in  an 
evolutionary sense, a pivotal role to play in the determination of the structure, functionality 
and dynamics of global ecosystems (Bond and Keeley 2005 ; Bowman and M urphy 2010;  
Parr and A ndersen 2006;  Parr and C hown 200 3; Pyne 1984;  Trabaud 1987 ). Therefore 
when managing ecosystems, especially for biodiversity, it is fundamentally important to be 
able to predict and understand individual species’ and community response to fire (Parr and 
Chown 2003). 
 
Humankind, through ti me, has exerted a major i nfluence on fire over t he landscape, 
becoming an i ntegral component o f global eco systems. Due t o this influence fire r egimes 
have sh ifted, resulting i n det rimental impacts upon numerous ecosystems (Brown 2000b). 
Anthropogenic loss and f ragmentation o f env ironments results in t he eco logical processes 
no longer being able to function as they did in the past (Chivian 2001) and the modification 
of bi ogeochemical cy cles (Olff and R itchie 2002 ), therefore anthropogenic intervention i s 
required in the form of environmental management. Human-beings have interfered with the 
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natural functioning to such an extent that these ecosystems can no longer function without 
them. This management was initially t he anthropo- suppression o f fire i n ar eas where fire 
was historically an i ntegral par t o f t hat sy stem, resulting i n accu mulation o f m oribund 
biomass (fuel load). According to Keane and K arau (2010), this accumulation of fuel along 
with global warming has contributed to an increase in frequency, severity, intensity and size 
of wildfires (veldfires). This alteration of fire regimes has adverse affects on t he ecology of  
landscapes. More recently, environmental managers have realised the importance of having 
fire management strategies that incorporate the ecological role of fire (Brown 2000b). 
 
Prescribed burning is one of the beneficial fire management options available to decrease 
the severity o f w ildfires, decrease the asso ciated co sts in su ppressing these fires, and 
restore fire-dominated ecosystems (Arkle and P illiod 2010;  Boer et al. 2009; K eane an d 
Karau 2010). Prescribed burning consists of burning under controlled conditions to reduce 
surface fuel loads over relatively large areas (Arkle and Pilliod 2010; Boer et al. 2009; Keane 
and K arau 20 10). T his decreases the po tential f ire i ntensity and di fficulty of  temporarily 
suppressing f ires when wild unplanned f ires occur ( Boer et al. 2009). Although t here are 
critics of prescribed fires, perspectives on fire management are shifting due to a call for 
natural r esource management t o be m ore grounded i n eco logical pr inciples (Boer et al. 
2009). In this context, important management objectives include conservation or restoration 
of ecological processes and disturbance regimes. In fire-prone ecosystems, prescribed fire 
may be a  management tool for sustainably re-introducing or maintaining significant aspects 
of t he natural disturbance regime (Boer et al. 2009), which i s required in natural resource 
management. 
 
The consideration of all environmental and ecological aspects in natural resource 
management requires the development of appropriate t ools for su pporting management 
policy decision-making. T he r ecognition o f co mprehensive l inkages between eco logical, 
economic and h uman s ystems in p olicy-making has resulted i n a  greater complexity of  
sustainable management of environmental systems and therefore tools such as decision 
support systems (DSSs) are required (Matthies et al. 2007). 
 
Natural resource management has a range of issues often requiring large amounts of data, 
complex anal ysis and a use r friendly method o f explaining the results. Data ( usually 
incomplete) and st atistical anal ysis tools do exist, however t he appr opriateness or 
accessibility to d ecision m akers is a lim itation. These deci sion m akers often hav e l imited 
time to undertake or complete complex tasks (Walker and Johnson 1996). The development 
of DSSs allows the integration o f a range of information technologies, analytical tools and 
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data, which ca n improve dat a ac cessibility and m ake av ailable r igorous analytical tools 
which are used t o e valuate and j ustify t he r esults of the deci sion m aking pr ocess more 
efficiently and effectively (Walker and Johnson 1996). 
 
 Developed originally to support business managers, decision support systems (DSS) have 
been increasingly utilised in the field of environmental management due to DSSs ability to 
simplify pr oblems associated w ith t he co mplex interactions between so cio-cultural, 
economical and biophysical systems (Matthies et al. 2007). The use of geographical 
information systems (GIS) in conjunction with a DSS adds a spatial dimension to the support 
system w hich i s required w hen w orking w ithin t he env ironment. GIS is increasingly 
becoming an i ntegral co mponent o f na tural r esource management ac tivities (Nath et al. 
2000). An Environmental Decision Support System is an environmentally based DSS used 
by nat ural r esource m anagers in t he deci sion making p rocess where there ar e v arious 
stakeholders (i.e. managers) and data that require an efficient and accurate tool to be used 
to complete the decision making process (Matthies et al. 2007). 
 
All anthropogenically protected areas, including within South Africa require some degree of 
management and co nsequently a deci sion m aking pr ocess to co nserve t heir nat ural 
resources. There is also a need t o evaluate and v alidate decisions made during a deci sion 
making process. The uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site (UDP-WHS) is a 
protected area forming part of the eastern escarpment of the KwaZulu-Natal Province, South 
Africa. I t co ntains a high flora and fauna sp ecies richness, including hi gh l evels of 
endemicity. D ue t o num erous main r ivers’ headw aters originating i n t he par k, i t i s a v ital 
water source for a water scarce country (Briggs 2006; Matthews and Bredenkamp 1999; van 
Wilgen et al. 1990 ). The pr escribed bur ning of t he r egion i s undertaken by  E zemvelo 
KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) Wildlife, the provincial custodians of biodiversity. According to Everson 
et al. (2004), burning biennially would maintain the level of abundance of the most important 
species in the park. The park is divided into management compartments by which prescribed 
burns are i mplemented (Priday 1989;  v an Wilgen et al. 1990), w ith certain co mpartments 
needing to be bur nt each burning season to m aintain t he desi red f ire r egime while at  t he 
same time maintaining a patch mosaic of the landscape. 
 
This research examines the development a f ire m anagement deci sion su pport sy stem for 
prescribed burns in the uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site. To determine, 
at the s tart o f eac h burning se ason, w hich co mpartments should be bu rnt, and  t o 
accommodate unplanned fires. The system is based on the ecologically ideal fire regimes of 
individual altitudinal belts demarcated within the heritage site and the surrounding areas. 
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1.2 Aim and Objectives 
 
1.2.1 Aim 
To develop a fire management environmental decision support system for the uKhahlamba 
Drakensberg P ark World H eritage S ite base d on ecologically ideal f ire regimes and f ire 
management objectives. 
1.2.2 Objectives 
To meet the aim of this study, the following objectives were set: 
 
• Identify the uK hahlamba D rakensberg P ark World H eritage Site ( UDP- WHS) 
boundaries and altitudinal zonation. 
 
• Create a template and Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN), containing the 
management polygons (compartments) and compartment identification number. 
 
• Determine fire management objectives of the UDP- WHS. 
 
• Gather information of various aspects of the UDP-WHS: historical fire data and 
sensitive areas within the UDP- WHS (i.e. campsites, rock art, forests, etc.). 
 
• Consultations and workshops with Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife 
 
• Develop environmental decision support models 
 
• Create a geodatabase housing the fire management decision support system. 
 
1.3 Structure of Dissertation 
The i ntroductory ch apter pr ovides a br ief bac kground t o the di ssertation and i ts main 
components. The aim and objectives of the research are presented. Chapter two examines 
the literature on fire, decision support systems and the Drakensberg Mountain Range. 
Chapter three details the methodology used in the collection and analysis of the data 
including the descr iption of  the study si te, with chapter four presenting and descr ibing the 
results. Chapter five is a detailed discussion of the results along with the limitations of the 
study, linking the results back to the literature in chapter two. The concluding chapter, six, 
consolidates the findings of t he r esearch and o utlines the obj ectives achieved dur ing t he 







“Fire is the most widespread ecological disturbance in the world” (Pyne et al. 2004: 5). 
 
The emergence of terrestrial vegetation saw fire become nature’s ‘scavenger’ by removing 
accumulated dead vegetation biomass, and recycling nutrients back to the earth (Bowman 
and Murphy 2010; Brown 2000a;  Brown 2000b;  de R onde et al. 2004a). The m ajority of  
terrestrial ecosystems have annual vegetative growth which senesce resulting in moribund 
material accumulating. The build-up of this dead biomass (fuel) may shade and suppress the 
living plant and become a f ire hazard (de Ronde et al. 2004a). There are variations, in fuel 
accumulation amounts across the landscape due to several factors (i.e. time since last fire, 
rainfall, herbivory levels and vegetative patchiness). These variations along with shifts in 
weather and  changes in topography, result in fluctuations in t he intensity of  fire and ot her 
factors including fire severity and frequency, during w ildfire and prescribed burning, 
promoting biodiversity of the landscape (de Ronde et al. 2004a; Stocks et al. 1997). 
 
Fuel i s the accumulated dry combustible plant m aterial which i s based on i ts tendency t o 
ignite, i.e. wet plant material will not ignite therefore is not considered fuel (de Ronde et al. 
2004a). Fuel ac cumulation i ndicates an i ncreasing po tential for fire to i gnite, sp read, an d 
intensify as the t ime s ince the last fire occurred i ncreases. Total v egetative biomass 
increases where annual biomass increment exceeds decay due to photosynthesis with the 
biomass (fuel) accumulation not nece ssarily being uniform over t ime (Brown 2000 b). In 
forested ar eas, the annual bi omass increment i s unavailable f or combustion due t o be ing 
tied up i n l ive t ree b iomass. G rasslands have sh ort fire i ntervals resulting i n the r egular 
increase in fuel until it is removed or reduced, usually by f ire, especially in grassland areas 
(Brown 2000b). 
 
Due t o t he ex pansion o f ur ban a reas and ha bitat al teration/destruction placing greater 
pressure on the na tural env ironment, the eco logical pr ocesses can no  l onger be left to  
function a s they di d i n t he past  ( Chivian 2001 ; Driver et al. 2005; SEF 2002 ). Hence t he 
formation o f protected a reas (such as the uK hahlamba D rakensberg P ark World H eritage 
Site) where biodiversity and natural processes can be managed, including fire management 
which forms a major component of the ecological functioning of ecosystems. 
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This review is divided into three sections, namely Fire (2.2), Decision Support System (2.3) 
and the D rakensberg M ountain R ange (2.4). Fire co vers fire behav iour and m anagement 
including different fire types and prescribed burning techniques. Fire management problems 
in terms of conflict between built assets and biodiversity are highlighted. The Decision 
Support System section consists of the two components making up a support system, 
namely G eographical Information Systems (GIS) and deci sion su pport tools. The 
Drakensberg Mountain Range includes the physical, ecological and cultural aspects of the 
area, present fire management t echniques and opt imal pr escribed bur ning techniques in 
terms of vegetation requirements. Conservation and management constraints preventing the 
achievement of management objectives are reviewed. This section is placed in the literature 




“Fire is a bad master but a good servant” (Phillips 1965). 
 
Fire is an ecologically important and integral force that has shaped many of the global plant 
communities and probably has been doing so since the arrival of terrestrial vegetation on the 
Earth’s surface, in particular in Africa (Flannigan and Wotton 2001; Davis 1979, Harris 1958, 
Komarek 1973, Smith et al. 1973 cited in Trabaud 1987). Africa is considered to be the ‘Fire 
Continent’ (Komarek 1965) due t o t he w idespread occu rrence o f bi omass being burnt (de 
Ronde et al. 2004a). Africa’s high volumes of lightning storms and ideal fire climate of wet 
and dry periods facilitates the ability of Africa to support this high level of fire. Annually, there 
are approximately 168 million hectares of land burned south of the equator, equating to 17% 
of the land (total of 1 014 million hectares) and accounting for 37% of the global dry matter 
burnt (Pyne et al. 2004). 
 
Fire flourishes due to the majority of sub-Saharan Africa having an environment to sustain it, 
with co ntinual wetting and dr ying of  the l and and m inimal f luctuations in t emperature 
compared to the northern hemisphere. This results in the wet seasons increasing fuel loads 
and dry seasons desiccating the biomass, which i s then ready to be burnt. Adding to this 
ideal cl imate i s the irregular d rought and t orrential r ain ev ents. The onset o f r ain w ill 





Fire, i n m ost A frican ec osystems is a na tural a nd bene ficial di sturbance o f v egetation, i n 
terms of bot h st ructure and co mposition and nutrient recycling and di stribution. H owever, 
there ar e s till su bstantial un warranted and unco ntrolled fires occurring, t herefore e ffective 
actions are required to limit unneeded direct damages to life, infrastructure and fire-sensitive 
natural r esources and indirect damages in t he form o f a tmospheric emissions which ha ve 
adverse effects on the global climate system and human health (Pyne et al. 2004). The most 
sensitive problem areas are at the interface between fire savannas/ grasslands, residential 
areas, a gricultural sy stems and fire se nsitive f orests. Even though the t otal eco nomic 
estimates of damages caused by African fires is unavailable, ecologically and eco nomically 
important resources are steadily being destroyed by fires crossing the boundaries between 
fire-adapted and fire-sensitive environments. These fires are also responsible for widespread 
deforestation in numerous southern African countries (Pyne et al. 2004). 
 
Fire plays an important ecological role in many environments and it is therefore imperative to 
have informed fire management to effectively conserve biodiversity. Ecologists and scientists 
alike need to ensure that the best scientific advice is made available for fire managers (Parr 
and Andersen 2006). Even with the best scientifically based practices being advised there 
are constraints on the management of prescribed fire that make it difficult for resource goals 
to be achieved, while the protection against veldfires permits the development of undesirable 
ecological consequences (Brown 2000b). To overcome this quandary, land managers and 
the public need to take cognisance
 
 of the ecological role of fire in the natural functioning of 
ecosystems when meeting varied resource objectives (Brown 2000b). Regardless of the fact 
that fire management for biodiversity conservation is limited by inadequate knowledge (Parr 
and Chown 2003), fire as a management tool is being used in protected areas (see Biggs 
and Potgieter 1999;  Russell-Smith 1995 ; Stander et al. 1993), more out of necessity t han 
choice. If the r esources are av ailable t hen i nformation on t he e ffects of di fferent fire 
management policies on all facets of diversity should be considered, such as the effects fire 
has on a br oad r ange of  taxa at  t he sp ecies, popul ation a nd co mmunity levels (Parr and 
Chown 2003). 
Not much has changed, according to Driscoll et al. (2010), with little systematic research or 
monitoring being completed to assemble adequate data, resulting in the limitation of 
available evidence that can be us ed to e ffectively evaluate management policy outcomes. 
The abse nce o f these ev aluations may result i n t he i mplementation of  management 
practices that are harmful to bi odiversity, even w ith the l ack o f knowledge o f the 
effectiveness of t hese p ractices on protecting asse ts such as biodiversity ( see Fer nandes 
and Botelho 2003; Backer et al. 2004; Bradstock et al. 2005; Cary et al. 2009). 
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2.2.1 Fire Behaviour 
 
“Fire behaviour is the general term used to refer to the release of heat energy during combustion as 
described by the rate of spread of the fire front, fire intensity, flame characteristics and other related 
phenomena such as crowning, spotting, fire whirlwinds and fire storms. The manner in which, and the 
factors that influence, the release of heat energy, involves the study of fire behaviour” (Trollope et al. 
2004: 27). 
 
Fire behav iour defines what f ires do du ring i ts phases of ex istence, i .e. i gnition, bui ld-up, 
propagation and decl ine ( Stocks et al. 1997 ), w hich ar e dependent  on env ironmental 
aspects such as fuels, weather, topography, and past and present fire regimes (Pyne 1984). 
The understanding of fire behaviour is ecologically important as behavioural factors, i.e. fire 
intensity and rate of spread, influence species distribution and abundanc e. The intensity of 
the fire will determine the scorch height, thus determining the level of consumption, mortality 
or areas of the plant canopies that are untouched by the fire. The fire front rate of spread 
determines residence time for lethal fire temperatures at a specific point, which has 
relevance for both floral and faunal species. Flame front continuity determines the probability 
of an animal species reaching relative safety (escaping back through the flames to recently 
burnt gr ound). While t he fire pat chiness (mosaic of local variations in fire intensity
  
) in 
resource availability determines if viable sources of recolonisation remain located within the 
boundaries of the fire, which is optimally desired for conservation of biodiversity (de Ronde 
et al. 2004b; Huston 1994; Whelan 1995). Combustion completeness determines the 
quantity of remaining biomass, which is used by species for cover in addition to an er osion 
barrier (Whelan 1995). Environmental and bi otic factors influence v arious fire r egime 
characteristics which consequently determines the behaviour of specific fires (Table 2.1). 
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Table 2.1: Summary of the main environmental and biotic factors affecting fire behaviour  
 (Adapted from Whelan 1995) 
 
 
2.2.1.1 Fire Regimes 
“Individual fires are to regimes as storms are to climate” (Pyne et al. 2004: 2). 
 
The realisation that ecological systems experience recurrent pheno menon i n t he form o f 
natural di sturbances resulted i n investigations into t he link between wildfires and 
ecosystems. This is due to the need t o understand the effects these disturbances have on 
ecosystem s tructure an d function ( Johnson an d M iyanishi 2001 ). As w ith most r ecurring 
disturbances, fire i s able t o be cl assified by  a r egime w ith t he m ost i mportant fire r egime 
aspects/facets being interval, area, intensity and season. Due to the possibility of fire having 
a positive or negative effect on plant species and overall community diversity the four facets 
of a fire regime interact with the components of ecological resilience (elasticity, amplitude, 
malleability and dam ping). These i nteractions determine t he sp ecies composition of 
communities within a specific area (Malanson 1987). 
Factor Effect 
Fuel Load Determines maximum energy available to a f ire. Fuel ar rangement affects aeration 
(i.e. t ightly packed f uels, v ertical an d hor izontal spread: into c anopy an d pat chy 
ground fuel respectively). Fuel size distribution can affect probability of initial ignition. 
Flammability c an be increased ( resins a nd oils) or  dec reased ( mineral c ontent) 
dependent on fuel chemistry of parent plant species. 
Overall Climate Determines v egetation productivity and c omposition and t herefore r ate of  fuel 




Probability of ignition, rate of combustion and rate of spread are decreased with an 
increase in fuel moisture and a high relative humidity. 
 
Wind Desiccates f uel. O xygen av ailability f or c ombustion i s i ncreased. P re-heats and 
ignites fuel in advance of the front, can result in ignition far ahead of front. Changes 
in wind direction can increase fire front. 
Topography Creates local climate variations (i.e. fuel moisture, relative humidity, wind 
interaction). Allows for pre-heating and ignition for fires burning uphill. May provide 
natural f ire br eaks ( i.e. c liff faces). P artially d etermines di stribution of  pl ant 




The t erm fire r egime i s increasingly been use d in t he f ield o f fire eco logy how ever there 
seems to be two different meanings developing. First, it has been utilised for describing a 
particular fire or a certain prescribed fire to be applied to an area. Second, the more common 
use, i s the su mmary of  the t ypical f ire ch aracteristics ((e.g. co mbination of  frequency, 
season, intensity and fire type (van Wilgen and Scholes 1997)) experienced at a certain area 
(Whelan 1995 ). A fire r egime i s a st atistical co ncept w hich r efers to t he nat ure o f fire 
occurrence ov er l ong p eriods of t ime, in addi tion t o the pr ominent i mmediate e ffects that 
usually characterize an ecosystem (Brown 2000a; Pyne et al. 2004). Due to the large 
variability of fires over space and time, fire regime descriptions are generally broad resulting 
in difficulties in cl assifying regimes i nto di stinct ca tegories. O ne difficulty is that pl acing 
distinct boundaries around continuously varying biological processes involves some degree 
of chance. The classification di lemma is to make the classification useful and p ractical ( to 
managers) without undue complexity. However, to accurately represent the nature of 
biological processes, such as response to fire, complexity of interacting variables has to be 
accounted for. There is a requirement for a trade-off between either practicality and accuracy 
or simplicity and complexity (Brown 2000a). 
 
The concept of ‘fire regime’ brings about a certain level of order to a complicated body of fire 
behaviour and f ire ecology knowledge, providing a si mplified way of communicating to both 
specialists and general publ ic regarding the role o f fire. Fi re r egimes can be classified 
according to fire characteristics or on the effects produced by the fire (Brown 2000a; Whelan 
1995). The four broad fire regimes are understory, stand-replacement, mixed severity and 
non-fire. Understory and mixed severity are applicable to forests and woodlands, while non-
fire i s where m inimal or  no nat ural f ires occur. S tand-replacement i s applicable to f orests, 
woodlands, sh rublands and gr asslands with t he occu rrence o f fire r esulting i n su bstantial 
changes i n t he abov eground st ructure o f t he d ominant v egetation. A pproximately 80%  or  
greater of the dominant vegetation is consumed or dies (Brown 2000a). The stand-
replacement fire regime is the appropriate regime for many African and South African 
grasslands and shrublands such as those found in the Drakensberg Mountain Range. All fire 
regimes have been described by factors such as fire frequency, fire periodicity, fire intensity 
and severity, fire size, fire spread patterns/ patchiness, seasonality, fuel consumption, and 
depth of burn (Bond and K eeley 2005; Brown 2000a; Pyne 1984; van Wilgen and S choles 
1997) (Table 2.2).  
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Table 2.2: Main fire regime characteristics 
Characteristic Description 
Intensity Refers to energy release or to other direct measures of intensity such as flame 
height, extent of the fire front and rate of spread. Fire intensity, after ignition, will 
be influenced by the range of factors found in Table 2.1, with the fire history of a 
particular ar ea having a  s ignificant ef fect on i ntensity, via a vailability of f uel. 
There i s a s trong c orrelation bet ween f ire i ntensity and f ire f requency, i.e. a 
recently burnt area will not have had adequate time for fuel accumulation that 
supports intense fires. Despite the fact that fire intensity is a vital measurement, 
ecologists pr efer f ire s everity which i s a m easurement of  f ire i mpact on an 
ecosystem (i.e. mortality). 
Frequency Fire oc currence per  ar ea within a d esired t ime per iod. T wo f actors det ermine 
the potential fire frequency of a specific area, first, fuel productivity (time taken 
to build up available fuel) and second, frequency of ignitions. These factors are 
affected by variability in climate each year, i.e. during ignition season; therefore 
a high fuel load and lightning strikes will not necessarily result in fire that year. 
Components of frequency include fire interval and fire period. Fire interval is the 
time taken between a fire and the preceding fire, whereas fire period or average 
fire interval is the interval averages taken over numerous fires. 
Extent/Patchiness Following i gnition, a f ires’ patchiness or  ex tent will be affected by num erous 
factors of  fire beha viour. Principally, vegetation an d l andscape heterogeneity, 
whereby s ome pl ant c ommunities ( associated with soils a nd t opography) and 
natural t opographical f eatures, i .e. r idges, g ullies, water bod ies, c an s erve as  
natural fire br eaks. C onsequently s patial p atterns ( varying f uel l oads) c reated 
across the landscape by past fires and/or herbivory will be influential in terms of 
extent and patchiness of the subsequent fire. 
Season The principal factor of fire season is climate due to the natural ignition season 
(i.e. lightning) being determined by the climate of the area. It is dictated by the 
coincidence of  nat ural ignitions a nd l ow m oisture f uel. B y m easuring l ightning 
strikes and r elating i t bac k t o per iods of  pl ant gr owth a nd s enescence, t he 
natural f ire s eason of  a gi ven ar ea c an be defined, usually around t he dr iest 
time of the year. However, due to human influence fire seasons are altered by 
the provision of ignitions outside the period of natural lightning storms. 
(Summarised from Bond 1997; Bond and Keeley 2005; Tainton and Mentis 1984 and Whelan 1995) 
 
Numerous factors mentioned above have a c limatic element, i.e. under optimum conditions 
landscapes can be bu rnt under virtually any cl imate regime. However the probability of the 
fire (and su bsequent b ehaviour i f i gnited) is dependent on t he current meteorological 
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conditions (van Wilgen and Scholes 1997). The majority of a region burnt would only have  
occurred over a few days of a year that experienced the required severe f ire weather (dry, 
hot and windy) (Flannigan and Wotton 2001). Dead dry fuels are required for the occurrence 
of f ire with t he m oisture l evel bei ng dependent  on ant ecedent an d pr esent r ainfall, 
temperature, hu midity a nd r adiation. T he m oisture c ontent must be l ow enoug h t o per mit 
ignition and to sustain combustion (van Wilgen and Scholes 1997). The f ire frequency and 
extent are therefore dependent on av ailability of  dry combustible fuels which is determined 
by m ean annual  r ainfall. C limate al so affects, both directly and indirectly, fire frequency, 
intensity and severity through air temperature and wind speed and its manipulation of fuel 
accumulation (van Wilgen and Scholes 1997; Whelan 1995). The ultimate factor determining 
a f ire r egime is climate with past  cl imatic conditions determining p lant co mmunities’ 
characteristics and distributions, and current climate being the determinant of natural 
ignitions (i.e. lightning) and f ire behaviour following ignition (Whelan 1995). Hence, “climate 
is the single most important factor that ultimately decides whether a species can survive in a 
habitat or not” (Joubert 2006: 42). 
 
When asse ssing so me of  t hese factors such as fire frequency t here may be so me 
complications. For example, fire frequency may involve complex f ire behaviour at  di fferent 
spatial scales with different limitations. Natural fire season is controlled by the coincidence of 
ignitions and level of moisture in fuel, hence it is usually during the driest periods of the year. 
However, hum an bei ngs have s ignificantly al tered fire se ason t hrough pr oviding ar tificial 
ignitions when they would not occur naturally (Bond and Keeley 2005). 
 
2.2.2 Fire Management 
“Fire… is one of the first tools that humans used to re-shape their world” (Bond and Keeley 2005: 
387). 
 
The use of fire as a land management tool has been and is still extensive, with evidence of 
past and current use  by  indigenous peoples (van Wilgen and Scholes 1997). Fires were 
deliberately ignited for clearance of dense vegetation (easier for travel and to f lush game), 
nutritional r egrowth at tracted game (hunters) and pr ovided a nut ritional su pplement 
(pastoralists), regeneration o f desi red pl ant species i.e. food sp ecies and f or pr otection 
(firebreaks around ca mpsites) ( van Wilgen and S choles 1997; Whelan 1995). C urrently, 
approximately 2 700 - 6 800 million tons of plant carbon is released annually by burning of 
savanna vegetation and through its use in sh ifting agriculture. T he use  of fire by  human 
beings in Africa for over a million years has resulted in the loss of evergreen forests due to 
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the ex tension of  grasslands and sa vannas. T his is evidence t hat st rengthens the 
fundamental co nclusion t hat “fire i s a general and influential eco logical phenom enon 
throughout the world and ca nnot be ignored when considering the m anagement of 
rangeland ecosystems for both domestic livestock and w ildlife purposes” (Pyne et al. 2004: 
6). Societies confronted with destructive wildfires developed fire management which includes 
activities concerned with the modification of the impact of wildfires on property, people and 
ecologically se nsitive ar eas which t hey were concerned with and the use o f pr escribed 
burning to ach ieve f ire management o bjectives, al l co nducted w ith t he co nsideration o f 
environmental, social and economic criteria (Martell 2001). The level of achievability is 
dependent upon several factors: i) the degree of understanding of fire and ecosystem 
processes and the fire management impacts on the ecosystem, ii) how well are the impacts, 
social and economic, understood, iii) the availability of technology and resources given to fire 
management organisations’ by society, iv) organisations’ knowledge, skills and experience 
and v) environmental challenges of the ecosystem (Martell 2001). 
 
The utilisation of fire has been practised in a four-part strategy, namely: to prevent 
undesirable ignitions, to modify the environment (where there will be a potential for fire) to 
alter t he effects and be haviour of  a fire, t o suppress wildfire and last to exploit t he use  of 
controlled fire (Pyne 1984). At the foundation of any fire management plans and objectives is 
the not ion t hat hum ans ca n co ntrol t he stopping and s tarting o f fires (Pyne 1 984). “Any 
statement of goals or theory about the adequacy of fire management must originate with the 
techniques by which accidental ignition can be prevented, wildfire suppressed, and 
prescribed fire substituted for wildfire” (Pyne et. al 1996: 309). If these techniques were not 
achievable, fire management or protection would merely be a program of prediction and 
defence resembling that of a flood control or tornado warning system. Instead, the various 
techniques allow f or a l evel of  co ntrol ov er ho w f ires start, sp read, and how t hey ca n be  
utilised t o ach ieve desi red hum an ob jectives (Pyne 1984;  P yne et . al 1996). Fire 
management has moved away from the traditional prevention and suppression to more of an 
ecological and economic concern using the fire management techniques to understand and 
mimic the fire regime of a given area (Johnson and Miyanishi 2001). 
 
Fire m anagement t ypically aims to ach ieve objectives, using an under standing o f fire t o 
formulate actions that would achieve those objectives. These actions would be intended to 
control t he frequency, ar ea, i ntensity or  i mpact of a fire event. The di fferent co ntexts and 
scales under which these objectives are taken include institutional, economic, social, 
environmental and geographical, ranging from local to national (Flasse et al. 2004). The 
variation in range of fire management objectives is dependent on the management issues in 
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addition t o av ailable r esources (means and capacity). R egardless of t he l evel, r eliable 
information and scientific knowledge (such as fire impact on ecosystem components, i.e. soil 
and v egetation) upon which su itable deci sions and ac tions are bas ed, is essential f or 
effective f ire management ( Flasse et al. 2004 ). Fire m anagement ob jectives are g enerally 
restricted to a geographical area such as watersheds or protected areas. These areas are 
large and to efficiently manage these areas they can be subdivided into smaller manageable 
parcels or compartments. Each of these compartments may have different fire management 
objectives derived from the broader objectives of the geographical area. According to Pyne 
et al. (2004), m ost fires ar e i nitiated for p rescribed bur ning p rogrammes that hav e bee n 
created to meet both range and wildlife management objectives. 
 
The requirements of fire management in sub-Saharan Africa are unique, being hindered by 
specific ecological needs, anthropogenic problems, land-use or a combination of these. Fire 
managers have to overcome many obstacles when trying to achieve site-specific objectives, 
including satisfying conflicting requirements for biodiversity conservation, rock-art protection 
and sa fety. B esides the abov e mentioned ob stacles there ar e regional pr oblems and 
demands influencing the decision-making process, such as population pressure, 
industrialisation and grazing requirements, water availability and her itage artefact protection 
(Everson et al. 2004) 
 
2.2.2.1 Prescribed burning 
 
“Prescribed burning is both a science and an art requiring a background in weather, fire behaviour, 
fuels, and plant ecology along with the courage to conduct burns, good judgement, and experience to 
integrate all aspects of weather and fire behaviour to achieve planned objectives safely and 
effectively” (Wright and Bailey 1982: 387). 
 
Prescribed fires form an integral component of the fire management concept, and any fire 
that achieves desired management objectives is deemed a pr escribed f ire. Ignitions maybe 
planned or unplanned, providing that the fire is contained within the predetermined area and 
required behav ioural pr operties, i t will be allowed t o burn. T he difference between a 
prescribed fire and wildfire is that prescribed fires promote the management objectives while 
a w ildfire does not (Pyne 1984) . Environmental m anagers have to recognise t hat t here is 
always going to be f ire (in historically fire prone areas), either as prescribed or wildfires and 
by using fire as an ecological management tool, vegetation can potentially be manipulated 
favouring desired objectives of that area (de Ronde et al. 2004a). There are three forms of 
control w hen i t co mes to pr escribed burning: f irst, f ire spread control, ach ieved through 
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establishing nat ural and/ or unnat ural firebreaks; se cond, fire i ntensity co ntrol, t hrough t he 
use of a prescribed burning plan; and last, frequency control, through the ability of igniting 
and suppressing desired and unwanted fires respectively. This manipulation of time, place 
and intensity of fires allows fire management organisations to control the effects of the fire. 
The criteria needed for a prescribed burning will originate from various sources: goals from 
the l and m anagement pl an put  t ogether by  t he appropriate ad ministration uni t, conditions 
from the fire management plan, and the control methods from a bur ning plan (Pyne et al. 
1984). 
 
Prescribed bur ning r educes fuel l oads that have accumulated si nce t he last t ime an  area 
was burnt and allows managers to attain planned management objectives under specific 
environmental conditions (Bond and K eeley 2005) . Prescribed burning as a fuel 
management tool, directly ( type and i ntensity o f fire) and  i ndirectly ( fire si ze and ex tent) 
influences aspects of fire regime (Martell 2001). Fire rotation interval is “the time required to 
burn t he eq uivalent o f a sp ecified a rea, w hereas fire return i nterval i s t he t ime i nterval 
between fires at any  one si te” (Bond and Keeley 2005: 390). The frequency or intervals 
between these burns have to be considered carefully as widespread burning which leads to 
short inter-fire intervals may result in some species declining in numbers and dependent on 
the size of the region, may threaten those species with extinction. The level of risk depends 
on t he sp ecies’ di stributions compared t o t he extent o f burning ( Driscoll et al. 2010). 
Therefore hav ing di fferent ob jectives for s maller co mpartments i nstead o f w ide-spread 
burning across large areas, allows for the counteraction of this risk. 
 
Land m anagement or ganisations deliberately ignite fires for v arious reasons, u sually 
following a pr escription drafted before burning. Reasons for these prescribed burns include 
hazard-reduction which are fires that are controlled and conducted in the annual cool season 
(Table 2.3). High-intensity fires (hot and dry conditions) may be prescribed to remove certain 
undesirable species (alien invasive) or maintain a vegetation type which requires high-
intensity f ires (Whelan 1995). Controlled pr escribed fires are utilised f or species 
maintenance, elimination and biodiversity in addition to maximising water runoff (Table 2.3). 
 
Prescribed burning is recognised as a vital ecological factor in African grasslands and 
savannas (de Ronde et al. 2004a). There i s a general understanding of t he ef fects of fire 
regimes (fire type, intensity, season and frequency) on the components of the plant 
community, i.e. grasses and trees, due to research into this field of study dating back to the 
early 20 th century. This, se quentially, su pported t he use  of f ire as a m anagement t ool. 
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Prescribed bur ning pl ans have been de veloped f or v arious African and S outh A frican 
grassland and savanna ecosystems under various land use management objectives such as 
wildlife and livestock production (de Ronde et al. 2004a). 
 
2.2.2.2 Prescribed burning Techniques 
 
There are various prescribed burning techniques used by fire management agencies 
depending on the type of burn desired, meteorological conditions, vegetation characteristics, 
geographical location, along with numerous other reasons. Each technique has advantages 
and limitations and rationale for use (Appendix A). 
 
Table 2.3: The use of prescription fire to achieve various desired management objectives. 
Management Objective Use of Fire in Achieving Objective 
  
Forestry Prevention of  widespread c rown f ires with r otational ha zard-reduction 
burning. Selection of  species: Removal of  species competing w ith desired 
timber s pecies. S oil d welling pat hogens, d isease a nd w eed c ontrol and 
removal. S timulation of r egeneration of des ired t ree s pecies b y h igh-
intensity, i.e. improvement of productivity. 
Flower Harvesting Maximising t he pr oduction of  w oody p erennial inflorescences, es pecially 
Proteaceae in Africa, i.e. improve productivity. 
Water Resources/ 
Watershed Management 
To maintain a  s ustained yield of  go od quality water, e.g. D rakensberg 
Mountain Range in southern Africa. 
Urban Low fuel loads around installations/ subdivisions, etc. 
National Parks  
(Protected Areas) 
Wildlife h azard reduction by r educing ac cumulated fuel. Mai ntenance of  
certain s pecies/ c ommunities t hat r equire a  s pecific f ire r egime ( including 
decision t o a llow wildfire burn o ut). C onserve a nd maximise bi odiversity. 
Soil dwelling pathogens, d isease and weed control and removal. Creation 
of wildflower displays.  Maximise forage quality and quantity. 
Rangeland Removal of pathogens an d par asites of l ivestock and wildlife. Max imise 
forage quality and quantity by removing moribund material. Specific-species 
selection. Bush encroachment control. 
Security/ Hazard Reduction Provide f uel (fire) br eaks, protect i nfrastructure dur ing w ildfire as  w ell as  
prescribed fires. Removal of biomass to decrease fire intensity of future fire. 




2.2.2.3 Fire Breaks 
To counteract increased fire frequency caused by anthropo-ignitions dissection or sub-
dividing of the landscape is required in the form of fire breaks (Whelan 1995). Burning fire 
breaks is a form of security burning to restrict a fire to a particular location or property and to 
protect infrastructure (Table 2.3). They decrease the cost of trying to prevent fires entering 
neighbouring land and reduce the probability of fires leaving the designated area, which is 
more co st-effective t han hav ing t o co mpensate for da mages t o pr operty ( de R onde et al. 
2004a; E dwards 1984). V arious fire b reaks, n atural and unna tural, a re use d by  land 
managers t o decrease t he p robability of a  given f ire spreading from one a rea to a n 
undesirable other (Whelan 1995) (Table 2.4), in addition to limiting unwanted social, 
economic and biological impacts (Martell 2001). 
 
Table 2.4: Natural and Unnatural Fire Breaks 
Natural Unnatural 
  
Evergreen Indigenous Forests: closed 
canopies, free of continuous combustible 
ground fuel layer 
Power lines: required servitude results in 
application of continual fuel management 
Rivers: with riverine forests also free of 
continuous combustible ground fuel layer 
Railway lines: with a dded f ire br eaks on eac h 
side (widening) 
Swamps and Wetlands: l atter w ith n o 
burnable fu el o r fu el burned p rior to  fi re 
season 
Ploughed land and Vineyards: no fire hazard, 
usually fuel-free. Damage to vineyards possible. 
Rock sheets: r ocky o utcrops o r s hallow s oil 
areas an d/or st eep sl opes/ cl iff f aces w here 
no continuous combustible fuel layer is found 
Agricultural: Maize or other grains most times 
unburnable, but short periods after harvesting, 
residual moribund biomass highly flammable. 
Over-grazed grasslands: grazing applied so 
extensively th at g rass will n ot e ven b urn 
properly under extreme weather conditions. 
Roads: public, rural and agricultural roads create 
strip w ith no continuous combustible ground fuel 
layer. May need strengthening by widening. 




“Pyrodiversity promotes biodiversity” (Martin and Sapsis 1992: 150).  
 
The biodiversity of many ecosystems can be i ncreased by the inclusion of fire and reduced 
by the exclusion. The most diverse complexes of species are created by  variations of fire 
regimes in time and sp ace. Hence, an ar ea with a hi gh variability in timing of fire, intensity, 
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frequency and fire spread pat terns ar e inclined towards greater biological diversity in  
ecosystem components (Brown 2000b; Tainton and Mentis 1984). However, t here can be 
too much fire which will have the opposite effect, with a decrease in biodiversity when fire 
frequency is greater than w hat would ha ve occurred under t he natural f ire re gime. The 
underlying relationships need t o be under stood to pr ovide a basi s for fire m anagement t o 
meet biodiversity conservation goals (Brown 2000b). 
 
Techniques used to determine natural or historical f ire regimes of an area include fire scar 
sampling of tree growth r ings to find evidence of sequential burns, lake and dam sediment 
sampling for evidence of extreme or unusual past runoff events, recorded fire events (oral 
and written), extrapolation from present meteorological conditions and, vegetation 
characteristics (morphology, life-cycles, fuel build-up) and responses to various fire regimes 
(ESA 2002) . In t he abs ence of  de finitive k nowledge o f t he hi storical fire r egimes of an  
ecosystem, v ital at tributes of pl ants and ani mals and post -fire se ral st ages are utilised in  
predicting the responses of individual species and communities to various disturbances, fire 
included. These responses are used in the development and implementation of ecologically 
acceptable f ire regimes (e.g. Bradstock et al. 1998; Bradstock and Kenny 2003; Burrows 
2008; Franklin et al. 2001; Tolhurst 1999; van Wilgen and Forsyth 1992).
 
 The determination 
of t he nat ural fire r egime of  an ar ea sh ould r esult i n t he de velopment o f appr opriate fire 
management policies. The variety of different ecosystems and vegetation co mmunities is 
evidence of the p resence o f di fferent regimes and t herefore the nee d for a v ariety o f 
prescribed fire techniques and practices in any landscape management policy (ESA 2002).  
Fire survival of individual organisms’, found within communities and ecosystems, is 
dependent on nu merous life-history, anat omical, phy siological and behav ioural 
characteristics (Whelan 1995). C hanges in response t o a specific fire regime by  species’ 
populations and co mmunity asse mblages, ar e largely dependent  on i ndividual or ganisms’ 
traits. P lant and  animal species have f undamentally di fferent adaptations t o deal  w ith f ire, 
this is due to the relative immobility of  pl ants in addi tion t o plants being able to endure 
serious injury to certain components without facing mortality as many animal species would 
most certainly face with the same level of injury (Whelan 1995). 
 
Species’ fire tolerances vary and certain fire regimes will promote the growth and spread of 
certain species while eliminating or restricting other species in that community (Geldenhuys 
et al. 2004). Therefore, according to Miller (2000), it is vital for flora management that the 
factors controlling the initial vegetation response to fire is understood. The effect fire has on 
plant communities can have si gnificant variations both among different fires and having a 
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mosaic effect w ithin t he i ndividual fire. “Fire be haviour, f ire du ration, t he pat tern o f fuel 
consumption, and the a mount o f su bsurface he ating al l i nfluence i njury and m ortality o f 
plants, and their subsequent recovery” (Miller 2000: 9). 
 
Fire-prone landscapes support species that are not only fire tolerant but also fire-dependent. 
These species require fire to complete their life-cycles and/or to maintain their competitive 
advantage. The post-fire environmental benefits include increased availability of resources, 
removal of m oribund m aterial, nutrient-rich a sh and i ncreased l evels of su n i ncidence 
(Bowman and M urphy 2 010). Within t hese fire-prone eco systems there are plant sp ecies 
and co mmunities that ar e fire-sensitive. T hey su rvive, usu ally, i n ar eas that hav e l ow f ire 
frequency and se verity (i.e. maybe due t o topography). For instance, forests which are fire-
sensitive are found within grasslands that r equire periodic burns. The forests are usually 
found in rocky gorges, incised gullies (forest refugia) and waterways. This is due to forest 
species being able to reach maturity (or fire resistant size) between fires because intensity of 
fires are higher moving up hill, rocks decrease levels of fuel, gorges have higher humidity 
(therefore flammability of fuels is less), and a high soil moisture content leading to a higher 
growth rate (Bowman and Murphy 2010; Frost 1984; Irwin and Irwin 1992). 
 
Surface fires, either head or back fires, are the dominant fire type in grassland and savanna 
ecosystems. Occasionally crown fires occur under very intense fire conditions, usually in the 
form of ‘torching’. The type of fire determines at which vertical level heat energy is released 
compared to where the meristematic sites of the bud tissue are located from which plants 
recover a fter bu rning ( de R onde et al. 2004b ). Tr ollope ( 1978) ci ted i n de R onde et al. 
(2004b), found t hat w hen i t co mes to grasslands in South A frica, a  su rface bac k fire 
significantly depressed the re-growth of grass swards compared to surface head fires due to 
longer exposure to heat and at which level the heat was released. The more heat released 
at g round level from back f ires and the longer exposure t o cr itical t hreshold t emperatures 
associated with back fires adversely affected the shoot apices of the grass plants. According 
to de Ronde et al. (2004b), there is no significant effect of fire intensity on the recovery of 
grass swards after a series of fires ranging from cool to extreme intensities. A controversial 
issue with fire being used as a management tool is that of seasonality of burning, due to very 
little q uantitative i nformation on t he ef fects on pr oductivity of grass swards in terms of 
season of burning. There are contrasting ideas when burning should occur, for example 
West ( 1965) believed t hat it i s vital t o bur n dur ing dormancy, adv ocating bur ning pr ior t o 
spring rains (end of winter) to insure a high-intensity fire to control bush encroachment. In 
contrast, S cott ( 1971), st ressed t hat bu rning a t t his time o f y ear w ill damage t he grass 
sward, burning rather after the first spring rains (de Ronde et al. 2004b). Although there are 
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different ideologies, more recent research concludes that burning in late winter or after the 
first rains have no si gnificant di fference i n t he ef fect on t he grass sward ( Dillion 1980;  
Tainton et al. 1977; Trollop 1987 cited in de Ronde et al. 2004b). 
 
In the moist grasslands of KwaZulu-Natal Province in South Africa, burning in autumn 
instead o f l ate w inter/ ear ly sp ring decl ines the cl imax sp ecies, Themeda triandra, w hile 
increasing the less desirable species of Tristachya leucothrix (de Ronde et al. 2004b). The 
species that ar e commonly f ound i n pr istine grasslands, i ncrease w ith r egular burning but  
decrease with over- and under-utilisation, are termed ‘Decreaser’ species, such as the 
palatable T. triandra. Conversely, ‘Increaser’ species (e.g. T. leucothrix) are favoured by an 
infrequent fire regime and are unpalatable (Everson et al. 2004). The low mortality and high 
initiation of tillers in Decreaser species associated with frequent winter/spring burns is due to 
the close proximity of the shoot apices to the surface at this time of the year (Kruger 1984). 
Whereas, in summer burns when the shoots are elevated off the surface the survival of the 
tillers is less than six (Everson et al. 2004) or eight percent (van W ilgen et al. 1990) 
attributed to the destruction of the meristematic tissue. The lateral tillers produced by T. 
triandra is due to dormant season defoliation indicating that T. triandra is naturally adapted 
to fire defoliation and moderately adapted to herbivory (Everson et al. 2004). 
 
One of the biggest hindrances to prescribed burning of areas where a grass sward 
dominates, such as the grasslands of the KwaZulu-Natal Drakensberg Mountain Range, is 
overgrazing (Brown 2000b). Bunchgrass species, i.e. T. triandra, are more affected than 
rhizomatous grasses. P lant di versity ca n be decr eased by  ex cessive g razing, without f ire 
and following fire w here desi rable v egetation i s reduced or  removed co mpletely. In 
grasslands, w oody pl ants out-compete g rasses with overgrazing, w hich co uld de feat t he 
purpose of burning to stop and decrease bush encroachment (Arnott 2006; Brown 2000b). 
 
Favourable sites for invasive non-indigenous (alien) pl ant sp ecies can b e cr eated by  fire, 
allowing them to become established. There is a potential problem, if there are alien species 
already g rowing i n ar eas (i.e l arge se edbank) that r eceive pr escribed bur ning due t o 
aggressive alien species being abl e t o out -compete and  ex clude indigenous vegetation. 
Exposure of soil by severe fires most likely will result in that area becoming invaded, 
especially if a population of exotic species are already established resulting in acceleration 
of their dom inance (Brown 2000b). The connection between fire regime and exotic bush 
encroachment i s well d ocumented, e specially i n so uthern A frica w ith Australian Acacia 
species and pines (especially Pinus patula) (Bond 1997; Whelan 1995). In the Drakensberg 
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Mountains, the A ustralian Acacia mearnsii  (black wattle) and A.dealbata (silver wattle) 
respectively, are establishing and di splacing indigenous Themeda-dominated grasslands. 
This is especially prolific along r iverine ar eas, which i s problematic due t o t hese sp ecies 
utilising large quantities of water and South Africa being a water scarce country. Therefore 
according to Scott (1993), all catchments still consisting of natural indigenous vegetation 
communities are subject to management by regular burning to prevent the further spread of 
these alien invasive species. 
 
Fires in i ndigenous forests are no t regular occ urrences and a re onl y ex perienced under  
certain conditions such as after long periods of extreme droughts. This is not usually on a 
large scale, in most cases it is only the forest edges that are exposed to the threat of fire due 
to the type of adjoining biome, i.e. grasslands. The understory vegetation species are 
relatively unaffected by fire, due to a high moisture retention which is suited for protection 
against fire damage (de Ronde et al. 2004b). 
 
Both t he abi otic and bi otic components within an eco system a re a ffected by  fire. E ven 
though the vegetation receives the primary impact, it is vital to consider the effects of fire on 
fauna, especially if the aim of management is to conserve biodiversity. Faunal species that 
are adapt ed t o su rvive in f ire-prone ar eas have developed r esponses to fire and includes 
avoidance, and  active use  o f fire and bu rnt a reas for feeding o r as  cues for b reeding. 
Therefore fire has direct and indirect effects on fauna (Bigalke and Willan 1984; de Ronde et 
al. 2004b ; Whelan 1995). D irect e ffects include m ortality w hich i s usually l ow due to 
avoidance responses (dispersal), with high levels being in f lightless arthropods and insects 
in vulnerable development stages. Indirect effects of fire relate to the changes in the physical 
environment and v egetative st ructure and  co mposition. This potentially co uld l ead t o 
changes in food quantity and quality, vegetative cover and micro-site characteristics such as 
ground t emperature and  so il m oisture (Bigalke and W illan 1984; de R onde et al. 2004b ). 
Faunal sp ecies’ popul ations are t hen i n t urn a ffected by t he ch anges i n t he env ironment. 
Burns can favour certain species over others. Some species may utilise open areas created 
by bur ns for greater v isibility, decr easing pr edation, w hereas others may beco me m ore 
vulnerable to predation due to less cover (de Ronde et al. 2004b). However, according to de 
Ronde et al. (2004b), there are many deficiencies in the understanding of the effects of fire 
on fauna. 
 
A useful simplification is that herbivores are either food quality or food quantity limited. Food 
quality is measured primarily by the level of nitrogen (protein) in the food (vegetation). In the 
first growing season post-fire, the primary productivity of the herbaceous layer is improved 
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due to moribund material (fuel load) being removed by the fire and the stimulus received by 
the young tillers. This keeps grass species in a more productive and palatable growth phase. 
Post-fire tiller regrowth is more attractive to grazers, both livestock and wildlife, due to the 
higher l evels of ni trogen and l ess structural c arbohydrates/ fibre compared t o un burned 
vegetation (de Ronde et al. 2004a; de R onde et al. 2004b). These changes in food quality 
may have a cascade effect resulting in changes in population sizes and composition along 
with temporal and spatial redistribution of animals as they are deterred by, or attracted to, 
burned a reas. These changes m ay occu r ov er a few day s, w eeks or months. These 
movements are not only determined by burnt or not burnt but other functions, including; type 
of habitat burned including the surroundings, season and fire size. Food quality is the limiting 
factor in moist-fertile grasslands and savannas therefore herbivore use is affected by fires, 
exhibiting a r ange o f responses, i n t ime, t o fire. Species can be cl assified i nto different 
groups based on post -fire gr azing-recolonisation su ccession (Table 2.5) (de R onde et al. 
2004b). Species that make use of the immediate post-fire conditions, exploit the post-fire re-
growth and use  the hab itat onl y a fter adequate re-growth has  occu rred such as oribi and  
mountain reedbuck. Browsers have a tendency to avoid burnt areas until sufficient browse 
re-growth has occurred. Despite the obv ious advantages of recently burned area, which a 
large number of species prefer, there is still a need for unburned areas in the landscape due 
to t he r equirement o f c over which i s vital f or species such as grey r hebuck, m ountain 
reedbuck and oribi, due to the behavioural practice of lying-out, which lasts for at least six 
weeks after birth (de Ronde et al. 2004b). 
 
Burrow-dwelling sp ecies such as the pygmy m ouse ( Mus minutoides), t he multimammate 
mouse (Mastomys natalensis) and the forest shrew (Myosorex varius) are able to survive not 
only the fire but also the subsequent increase in the risk of predation and exposure before 
the vegetative cover is re-established. In the KwaZulu-Natal Drakensberg, burning 
decreased the abundance of small mammals, with only the presence of the forest shrew until 
re-growth allowed for the recolonisation of the area. However, long periods without burning 
also resulted in a decline in the number of species present (de Ronde et al. 2004b). 
 
Bird species seem to be positively affected by fires in terms of the provision of food during or 
immediately after the fire. Species flock to fire fronts to feed on insects dispersing ahead of 
the fire front (e.g. Fork-tailed drongos, Dicrurus adsimilis), others feed on dead insects after 
the fire has past ( cattle eg rets, Bubulcus ibis) and so me feed on recently bur ned g round 
(southern bal d i bis, Geronticus calvus) (de R onde et al. 2004b;  E ngstrom 2010 ). A s with 
mammals, burnt areas have positive and neg ative repercussions when it comes to nesting 
with some species favouring burnt areas due to better predation detection, while for others, 
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fire means the removal of habitat cover and potential destruction of nesting grounds (de 
Ronde et al. 2004b). 
 
The mortality levels of insects after fires is high compared to other taxa but this is not the 
primary negative ef fect fire has on insects. Fire alters vegetation structure, food availability 
and m icroclimate. N umerous species respond t o hi gher su rface t emperatures, ca used by  
removal of vegetation, by moving their nests further underground. Most species in fire-prone 
areas can fly t herefore potentially can escape the fire and  r epopulate a t a l ater s tage (de 
Ronde et al. 2004b; Engstrom 2010). 
 
The m ain st rategies reptiles and am phibians use ar e ev asion and a voidance. Tortoises 
either shelter in c revices or behind rocks in rocky-areas or, in open  less rocky areas they 
escape by moving to bare patches of ground. Other reptilian and amphibian species avoid 
fire by habitat selection (damp sites) or by moving underground into holes, beneath rocks, 
into trees or water sources such as wetlands (de Ronde et al. 2004b; Russell et al. 1999). 
 
Table 2.5: Large mammal utilisation of post-fire areas in the Drakensberg Mountain Range 
of KwaZulu-Natal Province. 
 
Species that:  ▼  exploit immediate post-fire conditions, ●   utilise post-fire regrowth, ■   require   
sufficient post-fire regrowth 
  
Species ▼ ● ■ Reference Comment 
Black wildebeest 
(Connochaetes gnou) 
    ● ■ Brooks &  B erry ( 1980); G andar 
(1982); Wilsey (1996) 
Area selective, prefers short grass, 
avoids grass when long. 
Blesbuck (Damaliscus 
dorcas phillipsi) 
    ●  Du P lessis ( 1972); Novellie 
(1978); Brooks & Berry (1980) 
Feeds on short grass, prefers 
young growth after defoliation. 
Grey rhebuck (Pelea 
capreolus) 
    ● ■ Rowe-Rowe (1982); Oliver et al. 
(1978) 
Favour grasslands: short, burnt for 
feeding and long grass for cover. 
Mountain reedbuck 
(Redunca falvorufula) 
    ● ■ Rowe-Rowe (1982); O liver et al. 
(1978) 
Feeds o n short r ecently burnt 
grass, long grass for cover. 
Reedbuck (Redunca  
arundinum) 
    ● ■ Venter (1979) Favours gr asses w hen green an d 
nutritious and recently burnt areas. 
Oribi (Ourebia ourebi)     ● ■ Everett et al. ( 1991); Rowe-
Rowe (1982, 1983) 
Requires s hort ( feeding) a nd l ong 
grass (cover) during same year. 
Red hartebeest 
(Alcelaphus buselaphus) 
    ●    Gureja &  O wen-Smith ( 2002); 
(Mills and Hes 1997) 
Prefers m edium height grasses, 
sprouting grasses after fires 
Eland (Tragelaphus 
oryx) 
    ● ■ Rowe-Rowe 1 983; R owe-Rowe 
and Scotcher 19 86; S cotcher 
1982; Frost & Robertson 1985 
Mixed f eeder, av oids bur nt ar eas 
returns when green and nutritious. 






“... [land] managers often need some immediate answers, while scientists often are unwilling or 
unable to provide complete answers without a lengthy study. A central problem here is the difficultly in 
dealing with scientific uncertainty. Often scientists are unwilling to provide scientific advice on a 
problem unless there is a very high degree of scientific certainty about the solutions being offered. On 
the other hand, a manager may use scientific advice and knowledge as if it were the final solution, 
and be unwilling to alter management practices and regulations in light of changing conditions and 
revised scientific ideas” (McAninch and Strayer 1989: 203). 
 
The problems between the interface of ecological theory and land management highlighted 
above b y McAninch an d S trayer ( 1989) i nclude; i) lack o f app ropriate sci entific training 
whereby even if the land managers possess it, there is insufficient time for interpretation of 
available data and translation into practice, ii) Many researchers put forward theories without 
the under standing o f the co mplication o f the application of  t hat t heory i n addi tion t o 
determining the m ost r elevant management d ata, iii)  Ecological t heories are so metimes 
poorly developed, most still being debated amongst ecologists, they are general ideas and 
predictions which are not tailored for certain situations, and iv) Knowledge of applying site-
specific fire regimes resides with a small number of people, and when trying to achieve 
certain management aims and objectives, there are limited reliable data on the effectiveness 
of prescribed bur ning i n doing so ( Whelan 1995). Another problem is that co nventionally 
scientists have been m ore concerned w ith und erstanding t he w orkings of  a sy stem w hile 
land managers are predominately interested in behaviour prediction or control of a system 
(McAninch and Strayer 1989). 
 
Besides the problems between theory and management, there is the simple but difficult task 
of prescribed burning at the ecologically correct time of the year. van W ilgen et al. (1990) 
highlight the difficulties in enforcing specific fire regimes due to time availability between high 
fire dan ger months and m onths where i t i s unacceptable t o bur n i n e cological t erms. A 
management program may require large areas of land to be bur nt but there may be onl y a 
few weeks annually that are viable to do so (Fig. 2.1) (Whelan 1995). To compound matters 
further the acceptable time of year to burn co incides with the season with the highest fire 
danger (Whelan 1995). To deal with this problem many environmental managers burn 
rangelands out of season to stimulate a ‘green bite’ for grazing by wildlife and livestock. This 
is ecologically damaging and unacce ptable as : t he v igour of  t he grass sw ard is reduced, 
basal and ca nopy cover is reduced and an increase in runoff of rainwater could potentially 
result in accelerated soil erosion (de Ronde et al. 2004a).  
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Figure 2.1: The annual cycle of fire danger at a typical KwaZulu-Natal Drakensberg site. The 
ecologically acceptable bu rning s eason r uns f rom ear ly winter ( May) t o ear ly spring ( late A ugust). 
Burning operations ar e f easible f or t his en tire period, ho wever this c oincides with t he h ighest f ire 
danger indices (van Wilgen et al. 1990). 
 
The pr escription o f fire has a nu mber o f pr oblems which hav e to be  d ealt w ith q uickly t o 
prevent unnece ssary bur ning or  l oss o f pr operty f rom r unaway fires. Embers are a m ajor 
problem in the burning of prescribed fires and extinguishing of wildfires. Burning vegetative 
materials, such as leaves, are lofted into the air by convection caused by rising hot air. 
These embers may be carried by prevailing winds to new areas, even jumping fire breaks 
propagating fire ahead of the burning front (Zedler 2007). 
 
Due t o an i ncrease i n i gnition r ates and an  ex panding i nterface b etween t he nat ural 
environment and urban infrastructure, fire management is receiving increasing attention. Fire 
management is controversial due to conflicts in objectives. Some objectives and policies are 
driven by protection of built-assets, with little thought to conservation of biodiversity. Failure 
to co rrect this approach and t he r esultant co nflicting ob jectives, co uld result in  si gnificant 
environmental degradation and loss of species (Driscoll et al. 2010). 
 
Prescribed fires, w ith t he obj ective of  asse t pr otection m ay i nvolve l arge sca le bur ning 
through regions containing predominately indigenous vegetation. Short fire return intervals (1 
to 4 years) ar e required t o r educe fuel build up,  m inimising the r isk to asse ts. The 
effectiveness of these prescribed burns to protect against wildfires is reduced under severe 

















Ecologically acceptable fire season 
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burnt, with closer proximity burns offering higher risk reduction then dispersed burns (Driscoll 
et al. 2010). This risk reduction only takes the asset into consideration, ecological impact of 
these prescribed fires and management objectives are secondary. 
 
2.2.2.6 Fire Management in the future 
 
“Global change, the combined effect of human activity on atmospheric and landscape processes, 
affects all aspects of fire management” (Ryan 2000: 175). 
 
According to Houghton et al. (1996) and Watson et al. (1996 cited in Ryan 2000) there has 
been an increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide causing changes in the global carbon cycle, 
increased levels of nutrient  deposition (e.g. nitrogen) resulting i n the modification o f the 
biogeochemical cycling and land use and cover transformations. The above unnatural trends 
are set to continue into the future. The combustion of biomass (e.g. wood, fossil fuels) and 
industrial pr ocesses are t he cause of t he changes in t he at mospheric chemistry, which i n 
turn will significantly impact on t he biogeochemical processes in addition to the changes in 
radiation levels, well known as the greenhouse effect (Ryan 2000). The modification of the 
atmosphere’s composition and r adiation bal ance w ill ha ve a ca scading e ffect on 
environmental asp ects su ch as precipitation, t emperature, hu midity and  v egetative 
development, thus affecting ecological and fire management. These meteorological 
alterations together with changes in land use (i.e. roads, subdivisions, farming, plantations) 
will further alter vegetation and fuels (Ryan 2000). The potential increase in the incidence of 
extreme fires, br ought on by  c limate ch ange, has resulted i n co ncern o f i ncreases in 
frequency, intensity and extent of wildfires (Bowman and Murphy 2010), ultimately resulting 
in changes to fire regime characteristics (Ryan 2000). Further complications for prescribed 
fire m anagement come from continual m ovement o f t he ur ban fringe into w ildlands (Ryan 
2000). 
 
The increase o f ca rbon di oxide concentrations potentially increases the plant productivity 
(especially C3 species), hence fuel load abundance which affects fire frequency and 
intensity. Nit rogen levels in foliage may decrease w ith t he i ncrease i n ca rbon di oxide, 
resulting i n l arger fuel l oads due t o sl ower deco mposition ( Bowman a nd M urphy 2010) . 
However, the effects of climate change on fire frequency and i ntensity will vary significantly 
between bi omes. Woody pl ants may be favoured by  i ncreases in ca rbon di oxide i n 
environments with both trees and grasses meaning a decrease in grass species composition 
and abundance . A  dec rease i n t hese hi ghly f lammable grass species will r esult i n a  
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decrease i n fire frequency and i ntensity, f urther pr omoting t his shift from gr ass to w oody 
species dominated landscape (Bowman and Murphy 2010). 
 
Complications in f ire m anagement w ill i ncrease given t hat fire r isk, eco system functioning 
and habitat template will change for many species, invasive species included (Bowman and 
Murphy 2010). Due to the complexity of climate change, it is difficult for accurate estimations 
regarding r ate and di rection of ch ange creating a gr owing i nterest i n the co nsequence o f 
landscape-level f ires on t he di stribution o f v egetation i n a changing e nvironment ( Bond 
1997). However, what is clear from the current perspective is that future changes will 
increase the pressure pl aced on f ire m anagement organisations to m eet t heir desired 
objectives (Ryan 2000). According to Dunlop and Brown (2008), trying to maintain current 
fire r egimes through p rescribed b urning w ill b ecome r esource i ntensive with r estricted 
success resulting in a negative impact on biodiversity compared to the effects of the natural 
regime changes. Therefore it will potentially be more efficient to allow change and manage 
the out comes; w ith t he ch allenge o f doi ng so  w hile st ill pr otecting h abitat su itable for 
sensitive species, in addition to managing threats to infrastructure and urban areas.  
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2.3 Environmental Decision Support System (EDSS) 
 
Science is increasingly being called upon to provide information for complex environmental decision 
making (Liu et al. 2008: 846). 
 
The appeal for effectively integrating science and decision making is ever-present in 
environmental m anagement. Scientists are f rustrated with decision m akers ignoring t heir 
inputs while t he deci sion m akers are di sgruntled as vital i nformation r equired for t heir 
decision making is frequently not accessible or not presented in useable formats (Liu et al. 
2008). The result of this is large gaps in knowledge between science and decision making, 
affecting the information flow across the knowledge and appl ied boundary. The suggestion 
put forward i s that scientist need to p rovide i nformation that is compatible w ith deci sion 
makers’ requirements and to enhance the information’s credibility, legitimacy, and saliency 
which will increase the probability of the research results being adopted (Liu et al. 2008). 
 
One approach could be t hough the use of Decision Support Systems (DSSs) which will aid 
managers in making vital decisions in circumstances where human judgement is recognised 
as an i mportant factor i n t he p roblem so lving p rocess, how ever ‘ human i nformation 
processing’ l imitations impede t his decision m aking pr ocess (Rauscher 1999) . They add 
value, when i ntroduced i nto t he deci sion m aking pr ocess, by  m aking scientific knowledge 
available t o t he deci sion m akers (van D elden et al. 2011) by m aking use  o f models, 
analytical t echniques and information retrieval t o develop and e valuate a lternatives (Sojda 
2007). A DSS is generally defined, by Matthies et al. (2007: 123), as an “interactive, flexible, 
and adaptable computer based information system especially developed for supporting the 
recognition and solution of a complex, poorly structured or unstructured, strategic 
management problem for improved decision-making. I t uses data and m odels, provides an 
easy, use r-friendly interface, and ca n i ncorporate t he deci sion-makers own i nsights.” The 
ideal aim is to intensify the decision makers’ power without compromising their right to utilise 
human j udgement and choice m aking. They attempt to  combine the hum an intellectual 
flexibility and i magination w ith t he sp eed and a ccuracy o f the computer ( Rauscher 1999 ). 
According to Bui (2000), the development process of decisions support system consists of 





Table 2.6: Development building blocks for Decision Support Systems. 




Input data r equired f or dec ision an alysis an d r esolution; o utput da ta 
generated and pr esented t o dec ision m akers f or pol icy m aking. E ffective 
management of these data constitutes a major task of any decision support 
tool. 
Model Management A m odel i s a reality abstraction c reated to a id dec ision m akers focus on 
main el ements of  a pr oblem. Mul tiple o bjective opt imisation under 
constraints. G iven a  dec ision pr oblem, t he c hallenge f aced b y a D SS is 




Direct interaction between the DSS and its users allows for a more 
responsive and user-centred view of the problem. Good DSSs provides the 
correct i nformation t o t he r ight person at  t he r ight time w ith f ull 
transparency. Should also provide cognitive f eedback to dec ision m akers 




Usually the d ecision m aking pr ocess i nvolves m ore than o ne decision 
maker and s upport f or c ommunication an d c oordination i s a n important 
dimension of  D SS. Support f or i nformation e xchange, f ederated 
organisational m emory, gr oup dec ision an d neg otiation i s an i ntegral 
component of organisational decision support. 
DSS as non-human 
co-workers 
In a t ightly connected networked world, we postulate a working scenario in 
which hum ans w ill t eam up w ith c omputers as  c o-workers t o opt imise 
execution of  management dec isions (Negroponte 1995). In t he multi-
dimensional context of  m anagement, v arious D SS c ould s erve as  t ask-
specific aids to policy makers. 




2.3.1 EDSS in Natural Resource Management 
 
The survival and q uality of life of the human species is dependent on t he ability to manage 
earth’s natural r esources (Rizzoli and Y oung 1997) . The sustainable natural r esource 
management is complex, relying on informed actions of both individual users and managers 
of these resources. There is greater complexity, however, in sustainable management of 
both on- and off-site natural resources than exclusively for economic efficiency or ecological 
conservation. In addition features of the resource base need to be monitored, evaluated and 
managed and a more holistic view of potential and cu mulative impacts, is required (Walker 
and Johnson 1996). Adding to the complexity is legislative, economic and societal demands, 
conflicts and expectations, meaning decision makers must have the ability to prove that any 
decisions made were scientifically based and accurate (Liu and Stewart 2004; Walker and 
Johnson 1996). When it comes to natural resource management, EDSSs have a strong role 
to play in the facilitation of improved decision making by allowing the effective use of current 
scientific data and und erstanding of deci sions t hat ar e i ncreasing i n complexity but  ar e 
usually poorly structured (Sojda 2007; Walker and Johnson 1996). 
 
The su stainable m anagement of ecosystems and their r esources (both t errestrial and 
aquatic) r equires the i nclusion of  env ironmental an d eco logical f actors i n po licy-making. 
There needs to be t he development of  a su itable i nstrument or  t ool t o al low t he pol icy-
makers to take these factors into consideration (Matthies et al. 2007; Sojda 2007). Although 
this is possible without a support tool, other factors complicate the decision-making process 
such as the interactions between the natural, economic and social systems and the poorly-
structured na ture o f env ironmental deci sion-making ( Matthies et al. 2007;  R eitsma 1996) . 
Therefore the application of an environmentally based decision support system is vital 
(Matthies et al. 2007). “An environmental decision support system (EDSS) often consists of 
various coupled environmental models, databases and assessment tools, which are 
integrated under  a  graphical use r i nterface (GUI), o ften r ealized by using spatial dat a 
management functionalities provided by geographical information systems (GIS)” (Matthies 
et al. 2007: 123). According to Bui (2000), certain factors should be taken into consideration 
when designing environmentally based decision support systems for natural resource 





Table 2.7: Factors involved in designing environmental decision support systems 
Design Factors Description 
 
Decision makers Decision makers s hould be s olicited b eyond t he r eliance of  p ublic 
authorities. All stakeholders should democratically and pro-actively assume 
their decision-making responsibilities in taking charge of their fate and that 
of f uture gen erations- in s pite of  a decision en vironment pr one t o f aulty 
assumptions and lacking of incentives for personal integrity. 
Decisions Decision making in natural resource management should embrace all 
economic, social, political and environmental components to maximise 
productivity while assuring the long-term viability of natural systems. 
DSS modelling 
approach 
Modelling environmental management problems requires research and 
gathering of  ec onomic an d ec ological information, comprehensive goal 
formulation and constraints, and context-dependent knowledge and 
heuristics f or pr oblem solving. Mo delling implies management of  
interdependencies between m ultiple a nd c onflicting goa ls, a s earch f or 
solutions t hat ar e e quitable t o c urrent an d f uture gen erations, an d 




Quality d ata ar e r equired f or s uccessfully put ting m odelling i nto pr actice. 
Research i nto dat abase d esign of ten c autions t he di fficulty in s etting u p 
data for DSS. Data needed for DSS are typically historical data with 
extrapolation potential. The data are typically retrieved and combined from 
multiple sources, characterised by a varying degree of detail and accuracy. 
Conventional database management systems are not des igned to handle 
these types of requirements effectively. 
Visualisation and 
interface requirements 
Decision algorithms should be transparent to policy makers. Interface 
controls should be designed to allow DSS users to “navigate” the problems 
at han d t hrough time ( e.g. pas t ex perience, c urrent impacts, and f uture 
consequences), space, problem determinants, and perspectives. 
(adapted from Bui 2000) 
 
The co mplexities in deci sion pr oblems and EDSSs can be m anaged by  modelling. T he 
attempt to understand the various aspects of a decision problem and the decision making 
process is pointless if attempting to efficiently and e ffectively i mplement an EDSS in t he 
absence o f a form o f framework or  models (Liu and S tewart 2004) . The appl ication o f 
modelling during the de cision m aking pr ocess can m odel the E DSSs while r educing t he 
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artistic skills required in  m odelling E DSSs. T he i ntroduction o f m odelling can bridge t he 
space bet ween sci entists and deci sion makers as the EDSS desi gn, implementation and 
evaluation processes are made understandable to both parties (Liu and Stewart 2004). 
 
Wildland fire management is affected by various sources of uncertainty. Besides the natural 
unpredictability asso ciated w ith f ire behav iour, uncertainty sources include: m issing o r 
incorrect d ata, incomplete sci entific understanding o f ecological r esponse t o fire and fire 
behaviour r esponse t o management treatments ( fire suppression, fuel reduction, e tc.) and 
limited m easurements of resource v alue t o g uide pr ioritisation acr oss fires and r esources 
that a re at  risk ( Thompson and C alkin 2011) . The addi tion o f sp atio-temporal dy namics 
associated with climate change, vegetative succession, species migration and di sturbance 
regimes add further uncertainty and complexity to strategic management. The recognition of 
these various uncertainties resulted in decision makers and scientists developing numerous 
decision support tools and systems to aid in the decision making process (Thompson and 
Calkin 2011). According to Sojda (2007: 269), “decision support systems should contribute 
to reducing the uncertainty faced by managers when they need to make decisions regarding 
future options”. 
 
2.3.2 Geographical Information Systems (GIS) 
 
Decision support systems are utilised during strategic planning, in particular where scenario 
analysis and si mulation models are needed i n policy-making. Due to the spatial element of 
natural r esource m anagement, D SSs are i ntegrated i nto GIS tools, providing spatial 
functionality ( Matthies et al. 2007) . According t o Matthies et al. ( 2007), E nvironmental 
Decision S upport S ystems EDSS’s are r apidly dev eloping as:  s patial d atabases 
(geodatabases) i mprove, increase i n av ailability of  l ong-term dat a se ts and computing 
techniques and modelling advance. 
 
According to Nath et al. (2000), a g eographical information system (GIS) is an assemblage 
of har dware, so ftware and dat a ( geographic) w ith t he pur pose o f ac quiring, manipulating, 
retrieving, analysing, reporting and di splaying geographical information i n a n efficient 
manner to achieve specific objectives. Major reasons why the utilisation of GIS as a powerful 
analytical t ool has increased in nat ural r esource m anagement i s its statistical ca pabilities 
(calculations of area and perimeter, variance reports, coverage comparisons) and i ts ability 
to v isually r epresent o utcomes (2D a nd 3D  maps). Fo r ex ample, national par ks or 
watersheds can be viewed in three dimensions, useful in total area calculations and decision 
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impact evaluation (Matthies et al. 2007; Nath et al. 2000). GIS provides the ability to merge 
natural resource data with fire management data. Therefore fire management data can be 
statistically and visually analysed efficiently at a landscape-scale which, with the absence of 
a GIS, would not be possible (Caprio et al. 1997). Thus, GIS can aid resource management 
decision making and un derpins many of the decision support technologies (Walker et al. 
2001). The functionality of GIS and their associated tools can be applied at various stages of 
the decision making and planning process (Fig. 2.2). 
 
The use of GIS and their associated decision-making tools in natural resource management 
is constrained due to numerous factors, including: lack of appreciation of the GIS 
technological capabilities, inadequacy in pr inciple and m ethodology under standing, lack of 
administrative co mmitment i n ensu ring co ntinuity of  GIS and asso ciated s patial deci sion 
support t ools and l imited communication be tween G IS analysts, specialists and end -users 





Figure 2 .2: Integration of G IS, da tabases and models into t he pl anning pr ocess of nat ural 
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2.3.3 Use of EDSS in Fire Management 
 
According to Bonazountas et al. (2007), there have been numerous efforts to develop  
EDSSs for fire management by  ut ilising technologies such as GIS, however no i ntegrated 
system exists. There have been a plethora of software programs created to predict where 
fires may occur or behave for fire prevention and fighting, but not in determining which areas 
require pr escribed bur ning to sa tisfy a sp ecific fire r egime ( e.g. Bonazountas et al. 2007;
 
 
Iliadis 2005; Keramitsoglou et al. 2004; Lee et al. 2002; Wybo 1998). 
2.3.4 Conclusion 
 
Environmental D SSs are i ntelligent i nformation systems with t he ai m of t ime reduction o f 
decision making in an environmental domain and improvement of those decisions, both in 
consistency and quality. Due to the implication that to make decisions means that there is a 
problem awareness, means that it must be based upon information, experience and 
knowledge o f that pr ocess (Poch et al. 2004). E DSS ar e bui lt t o i ncorporate ar tificial 
intelligence methods, geographical information systems, statistical analysis techniques and 


















2.4 The Drakensberg Mountain Range 
 
The Drakensberg Mountain Range forms the most southern point of the African archipelago 
mountain system (White 1978), forming part of the Great Escarpment of South Africa, 
separating the interior high-altitude plateau from the thin coastal belt. It ranges almost the 
entire country, spanning more than 1 000 kilometres, from the town of Elliot in the south to 
Tzaneen in the north-eastern part of South Africa (Carbutt and Edwards 2004). The major 
regions of t he Drakensberg are located in K waZulu-Natal and Eastern C ape pr ovinces. 
Cliffs, grasslands, indigenous forest patches, mist, high levels of summer rainfall, frost and 
snow characterise this unique landscape (Matthews and Bredenkamp 1999). 
 
Werger’s (1978) phytosociological st udy o f A frica descr ibes two, out o f seven, f loristic 
regions that ar e r epresented i n the Drakensberg Mountain Range, nam ely the A fro-alpine 
and Afromontane Regions (see Killick 1978 and White 1978) . According to Acocks (1988) 
the vegetation complex o f t he par k consists o f three o f t he 70  S outh A frican V eld T ypes, 
namely Themeda – Festuca Alpine Veld (no. 58), Highland Sourveld (no. 44a) and a sm all 
area of Southern Tall Grassveld (no. 65). The majority of the area consists of grasslands, 
along w ith sm all pat ches of wooded areas t hat are r estricted to l ower a ltitudes and moist 
south-facing sl opes. There ar e hi gh l evels of v ariation i n t he t opography f rom ex tremely 
exposed basalt cliffs to more sheltered sandstone formations and from undulating hill slopes 
to river valleys, including rocky gorges and pristine steep-sided valleys (van As and du Preez 
2006). Harboured within this basalt and sandstone escarpments are caves and rock shelters 
containing the largest concentration o f early San rock art in sub-Saharan A frica, depicting 
the Khoisan peoples’ beliefs and way of life over four thousand years ago (KNCS 1999). 
 
Conservation is required due to the level of biodiversity of endemic and threatened floral and 
faunal species supported by the Drakensberg. The only community of afro-alpine vegetation 
found in southern Africa is located between Lesotho, Eastern Cape and KwaZulu-Natal. One 
of t he main features of this vegetation i s the ex tremely r are ( due to limited r ange on t he 
subcontinent) extensive network of wetlands (Johnson et al. 1998; Killick 1978). The region’s 
ecological heterogeneity is a result of a high geological and geomorphic diversity, altitudinal 
range, extremes in temperature, high rainfall and a variety of high altitude wetlands (i.e. 
springs, tarns, peatlands and st reams). Ten rivers or major streams have their origin in the 
Park w hich i ncludes the B oesmans, M khomaasi and M zimkhulu r ivers and T ugela 
tributaries, m aking the Park one o f the co untry’s major water ca tchments (Irwin and I rwin 
1992; KNCS 1999). 
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2.4.1 Physical Features 
 
The D rakensberg Mountains runs along t he bor der o f t he K ingdom o f Lesotho, forming a 
double rampart of escarpments on the edge of the plateau. This escarpment is, according to 
Matthews and Bredenkamp (1999), the most important geomorphic feature in southern 
Africa. It contains several peaks reaching over 3 000 metres above sea level (a.s.l.) forming 
part of a barrier of jagged basalt-capped peaks containing an array of summits and plateaus, 
cliffs, buttresses and deep valleys amid high spurs (KNCS 1999). Between this and a 
second escarpment, at 1 000 m etres below, are high-altitude grass-covered slopes banded 
with basalt. The second escarpment referred to as the Little Berg comprising of fine-grained 
sandstone w hich f alls away into steep-sided r iver valleys and r ocky g orges containing 
patches of various vegetation types (forests, thickets and grassland) in addition to waterfalls, 




Geologically, the Drakensberg Mountains consists of sedimentary rocks, namely sandstone 
and mudstone (Stormberg G roup). An  accumulation o f basa lts (igneous lava r ock 
formations) cap this sedimentary layer in the KwaZulu-Natal Drakensberg areas, forming the 
peaks and cl iffs (Drakensberg Group) (Matthews and Bredenkamp 1999; Sycholt 2002; van 
Wyk and Smith 2001). The Amphitheatre located at the Royal Natal National Park contains 
high basalt cliffs that form a crescent over 600 metres high and runs a length of 5 kilometres 
(KNCS 1999 ). T he KwaZulu-Natal D rakensberg co ntains the hi ghest pea ks of t he 
escarpment, with the highest being Thabana-Ntlenyana peaking at 3 483 metres a.s.l. 
(Matthews and Bredenkamp 1999; van As and du Preez 2006; van Wyk and Smith 2001). 
 
The sedimentary rocks that underlie these cliffs were formed with numerous depositions in a 
basin that was developed through compressional tectonics in the Cape Fold belt to the south 
and so uth-east. This sandstone su ccession r eaches up t o 150 metres in thickness that 
accumulated as desert dunes and wadi systems during the dry Late Jurassic epoch, with its 
most di stinctive feature being t he sandstone hi gh cl iffs of t he C larens For mation (KNCS 
1999; Sycholt 2002; van Wyk and Smith 2001). The resultant soils are largely acidic lithosols 
(KNCS 1999). Footprints of quadrupedal and bipedal dinosaurs are preserved in the 








The climate is broadly classified as temperate with su mmer rainfall ( van Wyk and Smith 
2001). The su btropical anticyclones have a si gnificant i nfluence on t he cl imate o f the 
Drakensberg m ountain r ange, r esulting i n hi gh v olumes of w ater l eading t o pr ecipitation 
levels exceeding evaporation levels. There is a distinct dry season due to subsidence of cold 
air ca using a tmospheric st ability. I n su mmer, t his subsidence i nversion l ayer will asce nd 
above the escarpment allowing the influx of humid air from the Indian Ocean. The humid air 
is a prerequisite f or the f ormation of r ain-bearing clouds, with precipitation predominantly 
being in the form of thunderstorms (KNCS 1999). There are large variations in mean annual 
rainfall, from 635 m m t o over 2  000 m m on t he m ain es carpment, m ostly received ( 70%) 
between November and March (KNCS 1999; van Wyk and Smith 2001). 
 
The annual  m ean t emperature i s ± 16 deg rees C elsius however considerable altitudinal 
variations both se asonally and di urnally occu r. During summer, the no rth-facing slope at 
lower al titudes receive t he hi ghest t emperatures reaching 35 oC, with the pl ateau, du ring 
winter, receiving the lowest temperatures of -20o
 
C (Irwin and Irwin 1992; KNCS 1999; van 
Wyk and Smith 2001). Snow and frost are common occurrences in winter between April and 
October a t hi gher el evations and lower al titudes when t here i s cold ai r dr aining i nto the 
valleys from t he pl ateau, with m ist occu rring almost dai ly y ear-round. The t opography 
however controls their distribution and severity (KNCS 1999). 




The present vegetation assemblage is a consequence of the effects of climate and fire along 
with t he co mplexities of geology, topography ( slope and aspect), elevation, so ils and 
drainage ( Matthews and B redenkamp 1999). The v egetation o f t he D rakensberg is 
predominately grasslands and characterised by altitudinal belts that follow the physiographic 
features. These three belts are the: montane belt (1280- 1830 metres a.s.l.), the sub-alpine 
(1830- 2865 metres a.s.l.), and the alpine belt (2865- 3500 metres a.s.l.) (Hill 1996; Johnson 
et al. 1998; Killick 1963, 1978, 1990; Matthews and Bredenkamp 1999; Sycholt 2002; van 
Wyk and Smith 2001 ) (Fig. 2. 4 and 3 .2). The montane zone r anges from t he base o f the 
basalt cliffs to the valley floors below (Johnson et al. 1998), dominated by Themeda triandra, 
which rapidly disappears with the exclusion of fire (Killick 1963; Whelan 1995). The majority 
of sp urs contain Protea savanna (composed o f Protea caffra and P. roupelliae), with 
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Podocarpus latifolius (Real Y ellowwood) mountain forests being found i n m oist v alleys 
sheltered from fire. The sub-alpine zone contains Themeda-Festuca grasslands dominating 
lower altitudes and Passerina-Philippia-Widdringtonia fynbos scrubland becoming the climax 
community in t he hi gher al titudes (Hill 1 996; Johnson et al. 1998; M atthews and 
Bredenkamp 1999). A climax heath is found in the alpine zone, dominated by species from 
the Erica genus such as E. dominans and E. algida and several Helichrysum species, with 
extensive alpine grasslands (dominated by Festuca caprina, Merxmuellera disticha and 
Pentaschistis oreodoxa) being interspersed amongst the Erica-Helichrysum alpine fynbos 
(heath). Woody plant communities are found in rocky enclaves throughout the three belts, 
dominated by species such as Cliffortia linearifolia, Leucosidea sericea and Buddleja 
salviifolia (Hill 1996; Johnson et al. 1998; van Wyk and S mith 2001) (Fig. 2.4). Grasslands, 
the major vegetation type of the Drakensberg, constitute 19 % of the Plant Diversity Centres, 
11% Endemic Bird Areas and 29% of ecoregions (outstanding in terms of biological 
distinctiveness (Arnott 2006). The high-altitude wetlands or t arns are ve ry di verse with 36 
endemic species and a high diversity of restricted species (KNCS 1999). Connected 
wetlands systems stretch across the entire altitudinal gradient with the alpine and sub-alpine 
belts containing wetland m eadows (high and l ow-altitude v lei’s respectively) dominated by  
Merxmuellera, Rhodohypoxis and Crassula species. Festuca caprina is the m ajor grass 
species in t he se dge-grass meadows and m arshes containing pr edominantly Carex 
acutiformis, Isolepis fluitans or Cyperaceae and Juncaceae families (Hill 1996; Johnson et 
al. 1998). The w aterlogged ar eas of t he montane bel t ar e usu ally Miscanthus capensis 
meadows (Johnson et al. 1998). The floral assemblage found in the highest altitude areas of 
the Drakensberg has been co mpared to t he a lpine t undra of nor thern E urope, w ith th e 
highest level of endemism been recorded on the highest peaks (Briggs 2006; van As and du 
Preez 2006). 
 
The montane grasslands of the escarpment were thought to have originally been covered by 
a forest climax community and through frequent anthropogenic burning, the forest species 
were reduced to refugia areas and replaced with subclimax grassland communities (Acocks 
1975). However, recent evidence indicates that the grasslands were originally the dominant 
climax community of that region. Due to grasslands being adapted to fire, occurring annually 
or biennially, i ndicates the pr esence o f nat ural fires in t hese m ontane systems before t he 
arrival of  hum ans, m aking t hese grasslands a f ire cl imax co mmunity ( O’Connor and 
Bredenkamp 1997)  (Fig. 2. 5). Further ev idence, i s the hi gh bi odiversity and  su bsequent 
levels of ende mism w hich i s an i ndicator o f age o f t hese species-rich sy stems, w hile 
conversely, f orests are r elatively hom ogenous in t erms of sp ecies not onl y i n t he 
Drakensberg but throughout there African range (Matthews and Bredenkamp 1999). 
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According to Acocks (1988), the Drakensberg consists of three veld/ vegetation types. The 
dominant t ype i s the Highland S ourveld, which co nsists predominately of T. triandra, 
Tristachya leucothrix and Alloteropsis semialata. The Themeda- Festuca veld type found 
between 1 850- 2 150 m.a.s.l. is dominated by T. triandra, along with a high proportion of 
species that usually do not  occur so prominently, such as several species from the Festuca 
genus. The sm all a rea of S outhern Tall Grassveld i s found up  t o 1  350 m .a.s.l. and  i s 
dominated by  T. triandra, Hyparrhenia hirta and T. leucothrix (Acocks 1 975). Along w ith 
Acocks (1975); Hill (1996), Johnson et al. (1998), Killick (1963), Phillips (1973) and Werger 
(1978) hav e m ade the use  o f altitudinal z onation to cl assify v egetation. In  te rms 
management of the Drakensberg, it is imperative that there is a conscious realisation of the 





"the [Drakensberg] plains for miles around had somewhat the appearance of a living ocean, the 
tumultuous waves being formed by the various herds crossing and re-crossing each other in every 
direction" (Chapman 1868: 6) 
 
The faunal species richness is not as renowned as its flora counterpart, however the vast 
range of niches created by this high floral richness results in a unique faunal diversity. There 
are num erous mammal, bi rd, r eptile, frog and fish sp ecies with a h igh proportion being 
endemic or endangered. Their numbers were significantly higher in the past but due to past 
anthropogenic forces, a number of species have declined dramatically in number (in some 
cases becoming locally extinct) r equiring r epopulation f rom o ther regions or r esulting i n a  
total loss of species (Barnes 2003; Sycholt 2002). 
The mammal species include the Chacma baboon Papio cynocephalus ursinus, brown 
hyena Hyaena brunnea, blackbacked jackal Canis mesomelas, aardwolf Proteles cristatus, 
serval Felis serval, small g rey mongoose Galerella pulverulentus in addi tion to the largest 
populations of the clawless otter Aonyx capensis and spotted-necked otter Lutra maculicollis 
found i n t he K waZulu-Natal and possibly South A frica ( Briggs 2006; K NCS 1999 ; Sycholt 
2002). E leven out  o f t he 16 r odent sp ecies are endem ic to S outh A frica. T here ar e l arge 
populations of antelope, 11 species in total including estimated populations of 1 500- 2 000 
of the endemic grey rhebok Pelea capreolus, 2 000 el and Taurotragus oryx and 1 0 00 
reedbuck Redunca arundinum in addi tion t o bu shbuck Tragelaphus scriptus, bl ue dui ker 
Cephalophus monticola, klipspringer Oreotragus oreotragus and oribi Ourebia ourebi (KNCS 




There are approximately 300 recorded bird species which comprise 37% of the South 
African non-marine bird species. From these species 10 are internationally threatened and 
18 ar e found i n t he R ed D ata B ook for S outh Africa ( Brooke 1984 ; KNCS 1999; S ycholt 
2002; van As and du Preez 2006). The Drakensberg mountains contains an Endemic Bird 
Area of the world with 43 endemic species (including species with restricted range): the 
whitewinged flufftail or  cr ake Sarothrura ayresi, C ape eag le-owl Bubo capensis, g round 
woodpecker Geocolaptes olivaceus, buffstreaked chat Saxicola bifasciata, yellowtufted pipit 
Anthus crenatus, C ape r ock thrush Monticola rupestris, se ntinel r ock thrush Monticola 
explorator, and Drakensberg pr inia Prinia hypoxantha. T he woodland ar eas include t he 
Gurney’s sugarbird Promerops gurneyi and t he high al titude species co mprise o f the 
yellowbreasted pipit Anthus chloris, mountain pipit Anthus hoeschi, drakensberg rockjumper 
Chaetops auranticus, a nd dr akensberg si skin Serinus symonsi (which hav e r estricted 
distribution to the escarpment) (KNCS 1999; Matthews and Bredenkamp 1999). The alpine 
heath species are the grey tit Parus afer, sicklewing chat Cercomela sinuata and Layard’s 
warbler Sylvia layardi and t he cl iff dwelling species of the Cape vulture Gyps coprotheres 
(globally t hreatened), Bearded vulture ( lammergeyer) Gypaetus barbatus (highly r estricted 
range), lanner f alcon Falco biarmicus, j ackal buzz ard Buteo rufofuscus and bl ack st ork 
Ciconia nigra (10-15 pairs). Grasslands (marshes included) support the black-headed heron 
Ardea melanocephala, bl ue cr ane Grus paradisea, w attled cr ane Grus carunculata 
(threatened), so uthern bald i bis Geronticus calvus (globally t hreatened), S tanley’s bustard 
Neotis denhami, black harrier Circus maurus, African marsh harrier Circus ranivorus, lesser 
kestrel Falco naumanni (globally t hreatened), white st ork Ciconia ciconia and co rncrake 
Crex crex. Fi nally, t he f orest and t hicket sp ecies are t he ch orister r obin-chat Cossypha 
dichroa, black bushcap Lioptilus nigricapillus, African scrub warbler Bradypterus barretti and 
forest canary Serinus scotops (KNCS 1999; van As and du Preez 2006). 
 
There are eight fish species which includes two introduced salmonidae species in addition to 
the rare endemic Drakensberg minnow Oreodaimon zuathlambae, rock catfish Austroglanis 
sclateri and the Maloti minnow Pseudobarbus quahlambae which was previously thought to 
be extinct (Briggs 2006; Sycholt 2002; KNCS 1999; van As and du Preez 2006). According 
to Matthews and Bredenkamp (1999), the rare endemic Treur River barb Barbus treurensis, 
is heavily r estricted t o a sm all ar ea i n t he up per r eaches o f the Treur R iver. T his river 
(narrow st ream a t t his stage) i s dissected by  an i mpassable w aterfall w hich is the onl y 
reason t his species is not ex tinct due t o an i ntroduced pr edator, t he t rout ( salmonidae), 




Of the 124 species and subspecies of amphibians found in South Africa, 21% (26 species) 
are found in the Drakensberg, including rare endemic species: longtoed tree frog Leptopelus 
xenodactylus, N atal ch irping frog Arthroleptella hewitti and N atal and H ewitt’s ghost frogs 
Heleophryne hewitti and H. natalensis. There are several species that are limited to a small 
range at very high altitude and low temperatures: water rana Rana vertebralis, Drakensberg 
frog R. dracomantana, D rakensberg stream f rog Strongylopus hymenopus, D rakensberg 
toad Bufo gariepensis nubicolus and dw arf dainty f rog Cacosternum nanum parvum 
(Johnson et al. 1998; KNCS 1999; van As and du Preez 2006). T he reptilian species 
comprise o f 23 l izard s pecies including t hree e ndemic species namely Lang ’s crag l izard 
Pseudocordylus langi (listed in the South African Red Data Book and only found in isolated 
areas above 3 000 m), Tropdosaura cottrelli and T. essexi and the water monitor Varanus 
niloticus, the spiny crag lizard P. spinosus and Drakensberg dwarf chameleon Bradypodium 
dracomontana; t wo near  endemic geckos; and 25 sn ake sp ecies, w ith t he cr eam-spotted 
mountain snake Montaspis gilvomaculata (monotypic genus) being the only endemic (KNCS 
1999; B ranch 1988;  van A s and du  P reez 20 06). S ome o f t he lizard sp ecies contain 
Plasmodium blood parasites (malaria) with high infection levels been found in high-altitude 
species (van A s and d u P reez 2006 ). T he E astwood’s long-tailed se ps (Tetradactylus 
eastwoodae) is a small snake-like plated lizard that has not been recorded since it was 
scientifically described in 1913. This is due to the complete habitat destruction of where this 
rare se ps was originally l ocated ( Matthews and B redenkamp 1999 ). Less known i s the 
invertebrate fauna however the region does contain numerous endemic species, having 28% 
of the countries dragonfly species and approximately 12% of the country’s butterfly species 
(KNCS 1999), this includes the extremely rare and poorly known Mokhotlong Blue 
Lepidochrysops loewensteini, t he w idespread, how ever r estricted b y habi tat, S ylph 































































































2.4.2.3 Water and Wetlands 
South Africa can be regarded as an arid country making water a major limiting factor in 
terms of economic development and growth. The mountain catchment areas are vital as the 
source of the country’s rivers and consequently the country’s water supply (Scott 1993). 
 
The Drakensberg mountain range is South Africa’s most important catchment area due t o 
the quality and q uantity of  w ater. Numerous m ajor so uthern A frican r ivers and t heir 
associated t ributaries have t heir so urces in the D rakensberg, su ch a s the Tugela and 
Orange Rivers. The Tugela flows over the Tugela Falls dropping a total of 850 metres in five 
drops (the highest waterfall in South Africa, one of the highest in the world) against the 
Amphitheatre (Briggs 2006; Matthews and Bredenkamp 1999; van As and du P reez 2006). 
The longest r iver i n southern A frica, the Orange, originates in t he Lesotho H ighlands and 
meanders westward into the Atlantic Ocean. The topography does not generally favour large 
wetland development however a diverse range of wetland communities are present due to 
wetlands being able to develop under a r ange of physical conditions (van As and du P reez 
2006). 
 
The D rakensberg ca tchment ar ea co ntains a high f requency of complex interconnected 
wetland systems, stretching across the altitudinal gradient consisting of t arns (open 
waterbodies), vleis, marshes and, a stream and river network. The wetlands play a vital role 
in the hydrological cycle of South Africa that the Drakensberg were declared a Ramsar Site 
(Ramsar: C onvention on Wetlands of I nternational I mportance E specially as Water Fow l 
Habitat, 1971) in 1997 (Johnson et al. 1998). 
 
2.4.3 Cultural Heritage 
 
Archaeologically, the Drakensberg is one of the most significant regions in South Africa. It 
may have been occupied by human beings over the last million years, but it was the Khoisan 
people (inhabiting the area from 8 000 years ago until the late 19th century) who left behind 
some of the most renowned archaeological relicts (KNCS 1999; Matthews and Bredenkamp 
1999). The Khoisan were artists leaving behind 35 000 paintings in 600 si tes, the youngest 
being 150 years old and the oldest dating back several thousands of years (Briggs 2006; van 
As and du P reez 2006). They were hunter-gathers who often lived in caves and overhangs 
which are evident from the thousands of rock paintings which cover the walls and ceilings of 
these dwellings. C aves such as Battle C ave, Main C aves, G ame P ass Cave 1 and K anti 
Cave 1 are all declared National Monuments due to their collection of  rock art. The rise of 
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the Zul u m ilitary pow er and t he ar rival of  the v oortrekkers ( dutch se ttlers) resulted i n the 
destruction o f the K hoisan and the ex tinction o f a hu man ci vilisation ( KNCS 1999) . This 
extreme richness in rock art and ot her archaeological findings means that the Drakensberg 
is distinctly significant as a cultural heritage site (Johnson et al. 1998). 
 
2.4.4 Fire in the Drakensberg 
 
“Fire has an important, and usually beneficial role in maintaining the biodiversity, structure and 
function of African ecosystems” (Frost 1984, 1985 cited in van Wilgen and Scholes 1997). 
 
In the Drakensberg, fire (natural and anthropogenic) is a vital environmental factor. Naturally 
fires can be ignited by lightning, usually occurring in early spring (high fuel load and lightning 
associated w ith t hunderstorms) (Killick 1 978), wi th figures o f up to 17 % of S outh A frican 
fires being ignited in this manner (Killick 1963, 1978). This, along with fires being ignited by 
boulders rolling down slopes (rock falls) producing sparks on collision with other stationary 
boulders, is indicative t hat na tural fires have b een par t o f t he D rakensberg env ironment 
since the inclusion of a dry season. Therefore grasslands not forests (under present climatic 
conditions) as argued by A cocks (1975), hav e pr edominated t he l andscape bel ow t he 
escarpment (Killick 1978; Tainton and Mentis 1984). 
 
The grasslands of the Drakensberg Mountains are the dominant vegetation type (85%) with 
a mosaic of small patches of forests and heaths nestled within them (Irwin and I rwin 1992; 
Priday 1989). The forest communities are not  adapted to fire and fire i s not required i n 
maintaining their condition, while the grasslands are, resulting in the majority of  prescribed 
burns being per formed in and t ailored f or t he g rassland r egions of the D rakensberg. A 
generalised map of the fire regimes in South Africa was produced by Bond (1997) from a 
diverse group of sources (e.g. Trollope 1980, Edwards 1984, van Wilgen and van 
Hensbergen 1991). The map is not based on the extent of the general biomes, but rather on 
the fire se nsitivity of  t he v egetation (Figure 2. 5). T he Drakensberg Mountains clearly is  
dominated by f ire-prone m esic grassland w ith i ntermittent pa tches of fire-sensitive f orest 
mosaic. 
 
Grasses have adapt ed to be bur nt. The o rganic material/elements making u p t he fuel ar e 
finely di vided, with t he spaces between t hem bei ng sp aced at  a di stance al lowing g ood 
aeration and heat transfer between the elements. A dead grass leaf has a high surface to 
volume ratio, allowing it to dry to ignition point in a few hours of sun and wind after being 
soaked through by rain (Zedler 2007). Grasses in the Drakensberg have a seasonal cycle 
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marked w ith a  dry, co ld dor mant se ason. The pr obability of t he gr assland carrying a f ire, 
natural or anthropogenic, is dependent on the amount of dead biomass (fuel) collected over 
this period after the warm wet growing period. Therefore the most probable time for the 
occurrence of f ires is during the dormant season or the earliest and latest period of the 
growth se ason ( Zedler 2007 ). The abse nce o f t his burning due t o f ire su ppression 
management is detrimental to grasslands as moribund vegetation accumulates, smothering 
the gr ass species, consequently reducing habi tat su itability f or faunal species. When fires 
eventually do occu r, t hey are v ery i ntense and dam age the grass s pecies, r esulting i n 
degradation or  ev en m ortality (Everson et al. 2004). Frequent f ires favour the dominant 
grass of the Drakensberg and t he rest of southern African grasslands, T. triandra, which is 
highly palatable and productive (Dillon 1980; Forbes and Trollope 1991; Scott 1971 ci ted in 
de Ronde et al. 2004a). 
 
Fire i s a natural disturbance that has a major role in the maintenance of grasslands. This 
includes the restriction of  tree and sh rub species that would, in the absence of fire, have a 
competitive advantage, resulting in bush encroachment and therefore a loss of grasslands 





















































































2.4.4.1 Fire Regimes and Management 
The biological response to a fire can vary widely. It will depend, first, on the physical properties of the 
fire- its intensity, size, frequency and time of occurrence- all of which influence the chemical potential 
for combustion and determine the nature of the chemicals liberated by combustion. It will depend, too, 
on the genetic potential stored within biota, which may also be released by a fire, and on the 
mechanisms or relationships for exploiting a fire that may exist within the biota (Pyne 1982: 38). 
 
According to Hall (1984) and Tainton and Mentis (1984), the present floral communities of 
the Drakensberg hav e been significantly shaped by fire, both natural and anthropogenic. 
Forms o f co nscious management a re ev ident from the S tone A ge w here nom ads 
manipulated the landscape with the use of fire to maintain grasslands in a palatable state for 
game her ds. The se asonal vegetative and climatic variation r esulted i n t hese ear ly 
inhabitants following game migratory movements with a deg ree of regularity (Priday 1989). 
This would i mply t hat t here w as, al though v ery simplistic, an appl ication o f a sy stem of 
rotational bur ning d uring spring ( Priday 1989 ). P resent m anagement i s carried ou t by  fire 
management o rganisations, mainly i n co nservation ar eas such as  i n t he fire-prone 
grasslands of t he K waZulu-Natal D rakensberg where prescribed fires are esse ntial i n 
managing these areas. Managers require fire danger ratings that are precise and consistent 
to safely burn and predict the occurrence of wildfires (Everson et al. 2004). 
 
The m ontane gr assland ca tchments of t he D rakensberg ar e pr imarily managed t o pr otect 
and conserve the water resources, biodiversity and preserve the soil layer. The management 
objectives are to keep the ecosystems functioning naturally and conserving genetic resource 
and diversity (Everson et al. 2004; Irwin and Irwin 1992; Sycholt 2002). Due to this type of 
grassland ( sourveld) not  su pporting l arge her ds of grazers naturally, t he r emoval of t he 
moribund material by  g razers is not su fficient, ( different i n r eserves due t o i ntroduction of 
animals). Therefore, the onl y available m ethod o f m anaging t his excess fuel i s fire, and  
consequently fire is widely used in achieving the fire management aims and objectives of the 
Drakensberg protected areas (Everson et al. 2004). 
 
“...man has decided he can do better than nature by managing fires – a complex issue 
because di fferent plant communities require di fferent types of burn. The unpredictability of 
natural fires was replaced about 50 years ago [in the Drakensberg] by controlled burning to 
‘aid the conservation of a healthy biodiversity and avoid damage to soil structure’”(Sycholt 
2002: 15). The fire management of the Drakensberg Catchment Area (DCA) has had four 
distinct forms within a r elatively sh ort per iod o f t ime. The D CA w as managed from the 
beginning o f the 20 th century t o t he m id 1960 s by t he D epartment o f Forestry, where t he 
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policy was to leave the env ironment t o function nat urally without any ant hropogenic 
influences. The burning of fire breaks was the only prescribed burning permitted. There were 
still fires ignited by the local inhabitants, the San, to attract game. The next burning policy, 
from the mid 1960s to early 1970s, was one of burning large areas of approximately 2000 
hectares following sp ring rains. Burning in smaller compartments (500 ha) a fter t he spring 
rains continuing into October, replaced the above policy until the mid 1970s. Burn intensity 
was restricted and a ca tegorisation of  bu rns, hot  ( only i n pur e g rasslands) or  co ol 
(grasslands with woody vegetation), was practiced (Priday 1989). The burning conditions, in 
terms of climate and vegetation, were determined by field managers which would ultimately 
determine what kind of burn it would be. The implementation of this policy was very difficult 
due t o t he small su itable bur ning se ason ( first spring rains to October) (Priday 1989;  van 
Wilgen et al. 1990). Experiments with different fire regimes in the Cathedral Peak region of 
the Drakensberg influenced the current fire management policy, with the recognition of three 
suitable bur ning per iods: M ay-June, Ju ly and  A ugust-September. E ach co mpartment i s 
biennially burnt, alternatively in each above period. This resulted in fuel reduction throughout 
the dry season and has increased the number of suitable days for burning. However, there 
are no r estrictions of fire i ntensity i n t his policy and  t he r esponsibility i s pl aced o n 
experienced field managers whether to burn or not (Priday 1989; van Wilgen et al. 1990). To 
overcome this, a fire rating system was developed using various environmental variables to 
aid in the decision making on whether to burn an area or not (Everson et al. 2004). 
 
According Bond (1999: 630), “Past management of grassland and savanna areas was based 
on commercial rangeland principles and aimed at creating the most productive rangeland for 
animal production. Even the grasslands of the Drakensberg mountain catchment were burnt 
at seasons and frequencies to promote the optimum grass sward for beef production- in the 
absence of any beef herd”. The management aims have slowly shifted away from promoting 
animal production to the promotion of water production and subsequently to “perpetuate the 
native bi ota i n abundance  and v ariety” (Mentis and R owe-Rowe 1979 : 75), shifting to  th e 
present ideology of promotion of biodiversity (Arnott 2006).  
 
The appropriate fire regime for grasslands is determined by climate and available fuel 
(Everson et al. 2004). Annual bur ns in t he K waZulu-Natal D rakensberg ar e r equired t o 
maintain fire br eaks, w ith t he remaining grasslands being di vided i nto compartments 
(sometimes greater than 400 ha). These are burnt primarily in a bi ennial pattern alternating 
between the three burning periods mentioned above (approximating to autumn, winter and 
spring), this method is called rotational block burning. The burning of areas after rain is often 
practiced to create more of a patch mosaic burn (Arnott 2006; Sycholt 2002). Annual burns 
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are possible due to the rapid fuel accumulation in grasslands, however, this is not cost-
effective (van Wilgen et al. 1990). According to Killick (1963) and van Wilgen et al. (1990), 
this biennial burning has been the pr imary management technique in the Drakensberg and 
has resulted in the fine sward of T. triandra, in addition to the promotion of species diversity. 
This biennial regime is favoured by the five most abundant antelope, namely, blesbok, grey 
rhebok, mountain r eedbuck, o ribi and el and ( Rowe-Rowe 1982)  ( Table 2.5). I t i s not onl y 
beneficial for the l arger ant elope but  al so for t he small ma mmals, t his i n t urn su pports 
populations of av ian and t errestrial pr edators, i ncreasing the bi odiversity of  t he region 
(Rowe-Rowe and  Lo wry 1982). I t w as concluded, b y Everson and T ainton (1984 ci ted i n 
Arnott 2006 ) that annual  and bi ennial bur ning over 30 y ears had no  significant impact on  
grassland condition, however exclusion of fire for only 5 years resulted in changes in species 
composition. 
 
Prescribed burning after the initial active growth (later spring early summer) is detrimental to 
T. triandra cover i n the KZN Drakensberg Highland Sourveld. T o m aintain t his T. triandra 
sward, burning is restricted from October until next burning season. Ideally prescribed burns 
should occur while the grasses are still in dormancy (late winter). Due to the size of some of 
the areas needed to be burnt and time required, burning has to occur earlier in winter. There 
is a high fire hazard at this time as a result of grasses being cured up to 95 % by June (Fig. 
2.1) (Everson et al. 2004; van Wilgen et al. 1990). However opportunities for safely burning 
areas occur a fter l ight pr ecipitation. It i s not only about t ime of  y ear w hen i t co mes to 
determine prescribed burns but al so weather conditions within t hese burning periods. The 
atmospheric variables at the time of the burn determine whether the objectives of that burn 
are achievable. Typically conditions for safe burning are low wind speeds and temperatures 
and high relative humidity (Everson et al. 2004) (Fig. 2.1). These are important due t o their 
independent effects on rate of spread. Fire danger rating models were created to integrate 
the variables, both atmospheric and plant (such as fuel loads and moisture content) into one 
practical burning index. When the burning index is within desired limits, prescribed burns can 
be applied (Everson et al. 2004). 
 
Due t o t he Drakensberg being predominately covered by grasslands, t he f ire regimes are 
predominately based on burning this vegetation community correctly. However, within these 
grasslands there is a mosaic of forests, although small in comparison their conservation 
value is high (Fig 2.5). They are stable ecosystems on which prescribed fire do not have a 
huge influence, however the vegetation found along the forest edges is effected by f ire. To 
protect t hese forests from unnat ural fires, pr escribed bur ns are bur nt a way from f orest 
margins, minimizing any potential threat from high intensity fires (Priday 1989). 
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2.4.5 Conservation Management 
 
Conservation in the Drakensberg Mountains commenced with the establishment of a game 
reserve near  Giant’s Castle i n 1903 ( KNCS 1 999). S lowly t he r eserve gr ew after t he 
procurement of farm land surrounding the reserve to the extent of just over 20 000 hectares 
by 1910 (Barnes 2003). The demarcation of a crown forest in 1905 saw the first real 
protection and conservation of the wild fauna (game) species. The demarcation meant 
faunal species were included in ‘Forest Produce’ and no per mits were issued for hunting in 
demarcated cr own forests, i n addi tion t o t hat, t he l and f rom then on w as state owned. In 
1973 the KwaZulu-Natal Drakensberg was declared a Wilderness Area, and since then there 
has been a positive progression in conservation resulting in the area being declared a World 
Heritage Site in 2000, due to its ecological and physical uniqueness (Barnes 2003; Sycholt 
2002; van Wyk and  S mith 2001 ). This makes the D rakensberg one o f t he few dual  ( both 
natural and cultural) heritages sites in the world (Everson and Morris 2006). By 1992, 
according to Irwin and Irwin (1992), the World Conservation Strategy identified the area as a 
priority bi ogeographical r egion. In addi tional, i n 2001/ 2 t he par k’s bi odiversity r eceived 
further p rotection resulting from an  i nitiative bet ween S outh A frica a nd i ts neighbouring 
country, Leso tho. This was called t he Maloti-Drakensberg Transfontier C onservation and 
Development A rea, pr otecting a gainst l arge s cale dest ruction o f t he landscape ( e.g. 
afforestation) in the South African Drakensberg Park and the Sehlabathebe National Park in 
the Lesotho Maloti Highlands (KNCS 1999). Therefore the important managed conservation 
regions are the: uKhahlamba/Drakensberg Park which is 243 000 hectares and consists of 
the Giant’s Castle Game Reserve, Kamberg Nature Reserve, Lotheni Nature Reserve, Royal 
Natal National Park, Rugged Glen Nature Reserve, Vergelegen Nature Reserve, Cathedral 
Peak S tate For est, C obham S tate Fo rest, G arden C astle S tate For est, H ighmoor S tate 
Forest, Mkomazi S tate F orest, Monk’s Cowl S tate For est; and t he S ehlabathebe N ational 
Park in Lesotho (6 500 ha) (van Wyk and Smith 2001). Effective management of these large 
grasslands is required in the form of an appropriate fire regime, conserving vital biodiversity 
components (Arnott 200 6). Progression of  the D rakensberg pr otection and management 
from the est ablishment of t he first r eserve until present has been sh aped by  important 
events in the parks’ history (Fig. 2.6). 
 
The legislation under which the park is considered a conservation area include: the 
amended KwaZulu-Natal Nature Conservation Management Act 9 o f 1997 and the National 
Forest Act 84 of 1998. Components within the park are also protected by numerous other 
legislation: the amended Water Act 54 of 1956, National Water Act 36 of 1998, the National 
Monuments Act 28 o f 1969,  t he am ended E nvironment C onservation Act 73 o f 1989,  the 
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KwaZulu-Natal Heritage Act 10 of 1997, National Environmental Management: Biodiversity 
Act 10 o f 2004 , and t he N ational E nvironmental Management A ct 107 of 1998 (Irwin and  
Irwin 1992; KNCS 1999). 
 
The management of parts of the park was assigned to the Natal Parks Board when it was 
formed in 1947 (Barnes 2003) from the Department of Forestry (and its successors until the 
1980s), wh ich was then am algamated w ith t he K waZulu-Natal D epartment o f N ature 
Conservation to form the KwaZulu-Natal Nature Conservation Service (KNNCS) in 1997. 
The KNNCS was officially renamed to the current provincial conservation body managing the 
Drakensberg, Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife, in 2002 (see Fig. 2.6) (KNCS 1999; Singh 2002). KZN 
Wildlife is responsible for the implementation of the above legislation and the development of 
management obj ectives of the K waZulu-Natal province i ncluding t he Drakensberg. The 
KNNCS f ounded a co mprehensive co mmunity co nservation pr ogram for the P ark, w ith 
partnership forums being established involving all communities and interested and a ffected 
parties (KNCS 1999) . T he P artners in Mountain C onservation (a conservation and 
development pr ogram) was developed f or su stainable use  of  ce rtain products within t he 
park, including: certain grass and sedge harvesting for building, thatching and handicrafts; 
medicinal pl ant se ed co llection; r emoval and t ranslocation o f su rplus faunal sp ecies; 
scientific research dat a collection; r ecreational act ivities (fishing, fly f ishing for t rout) and  
timber removal of alien invasive species (KNCS 1999).  
 
2.4.5.1 Management Constraints 
 
Along the i nternational boundary and bi secting t he D rakensberg a re communal t enure 
populations whose livelihoods are dependent on the mountain resources. This increasingly 
places the bi odiversity, cu ltural and ot her features under threat from dev elopment, 
unsustainable rangeland management, and invasion by alien plant species. Management of 
these catchments is therefore complex involving environmental issues, social dynamics and 
land tenure (Everson and Morris 2006). Secondary constraints include soil erosion and the 
impact tourism has on alpine trails (walking and mountain biking), caves and rock art (KNCS 
1999; Sycholt 2002).  
 
The invasion of exotic species has consumed 1.4 percent (approx. 3 500 ha) of the natural 
vegetation of the park by 1999, and has continued to do so (KNCS 1999; Sycholt 2002). The 
timing or seasonality of fire is highly stressed by managers in fire management plans. Out-
of-season arson and fires lead to eco logical deg radation in t he form of change in species 
composition and so il er osion ( KNCS 1999) . T he bor der bet ween S outh A frica and 
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neighbouring Lesotho is a zone of continual problems for South African land managers due 
to trans-border poaching and hunting dogs, drug and firearm trafficking and cattle rustling. 
This is exacerbated by the lack of management of the Lesotho Highlands, with tourists being 
attacked while hiking along the border (KNCS 1999). 
 
Alien i nvasive f lora i s a significant t hreat due  t o t hese sp ecies high v olume of  w ater 
consumption and i nvasive pr operties. The m ost dam aging species are t he black w attle 
Acacia mearnsii, si lver w attle A. dealbata, pi ne Pinus patula, American br amble Rubus 
cuneifolus, grey poplar Populus canescens and Cotoneaster spp. (Briggs 2006; KNCS 
1999). Over the past century invasive species has decreased the national water f low by 
seven per cent ( Briggs 2006). To decr ease t he abundance of sp ecies, t he S outh A frican 
Working for Water campaign hires local residents to clear alien tree infestations in the park, 
which they can utilise (i.e. firewood). Controlled burning is also used to maintain the natural 
vegetation preventing the influx of alien species (KNCS 1999). 
 
The rock art is under constant threat by the deterioration caused by both natural forces 
(weathering of rock and paint) and anthropogenic forces (vandalism). Vandalism forms 
include smoke from campers blackening the rock, tourists wetting paint to bring out colours 
plus writing or drawing over the paintings. To combat this, sites of the majority of paintings 
have been removed from public maps with region access and ca mping in painted caves 




This literature review provides an indepth overview of the natural role of fire in global and 
local ecosystems over time. It is evident that mankind has influenced the natural process of 
fire i n m ost eco systems t o su ch an e xtent w here t hese sy stems can n o l onger function 
correctly w ithout continued human intervention or management. Therefore to keep these 
ecosystems, e. g. the u Khahlamba D rakensberg P ark World H eritage S ite ( UDP-WHS), 
functioning opt imally nat ural r esource management i s required in t he form o f pr escribed 
burning. The use of GIS and EDSS’s in natural resource management, due to their efficiency 
and accuracy has been highlighted. The UDP-WHS was reviewed to provide an 
understanding of the importance and env ironmental uniqueness of the bioregion. Achieving 
the correct fire regime for different altitudinal belts of the UDP-WHS to maintain the area in a 
pristine state, through the use of an EDSS and periodic prescribed burning, will be the core 
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This chapter outlines the m ethodology dev eloped t o pr oduce t he fire m anagement 
environmental deci sion support sy stem ( EDSS) f or t he uK hahlamba Drakensberg P ark 
World He ritage S ite ( UDP-WHS). Due to the nature o f E DSSs the r esearch i s st rongly 
methodology driven. It contains analyses that require inputs that are the resultant outputs of 
previous methodical st eps. T herefore intermediate results have t o be di splayed i n t his 
section i nstead o f t he r esults chapter as they ar e r equired for su bsequent st eps i n t he 
methodology, making t he methods themselves an integral component of the results. The 
chapter details of t he i nitial dat a co llection and pr eparation to t he final deci sion su pport 















Figure 3.1: Schematic flow diagram representing the methodology process, producing a fire 
management de cision support system f or t he uK hahlamba D rakensberg World H eritage 























































3.2 Study Site Description 
This section provides an overview of the Park. The physical features, ecology, biodiversity, 
fire regimes and conservation management of the Park are discussed in section 2.4 of the 




The uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park extends 200 kilometres along the KwaZulu-Natal 
Drakensberg mountain range, giving rise to the eastern escarpment of southern Africa (Fig. 
3.2), lying between 28° 55’ to 29° 55’S and 29° 05’ to 29° 45’E, with Royal Natal National 
Park (a northern outlier), between 28°38’ to 28°46’S and 28°52’ to 29°00’E. The altitudinal 
range is between 1 280 and 3  446 metres. It contains a high diversity of flora and fauna, 
resulting i n t he P ark being a  m ajor ce ntre o f pl ant, bird, am phibian and  r eptile endemism 
(KNCS 1999; van As and du Preez 2006). 
 
The upper escarpment contains a diverse selection of summits and spurs (over 3 000 m), 
cliffs, ramparts and deep valleys. Undulating grassland slopes containing basalt bands are 
found a t housand m etres below m aking up  t he se cond esca rpment, t he Li ttle B erg. 
Descending f urther down presents steep-sided r iver v alleys and r ocky g orges hosting 
patches of forest, thickets and grassland, waterfalls, cascades and rock pools (KNCS 1999). 
The ecological heterogeneity is attributed to the geologic/geomorphologic diversity, range in 
altitudes and temperatures, high levels of precipitation and the numerous high altitude water 
networks comprising of springs, wetlands, tarns, bogs, marshes and streams. The origins of 
ten major rivers or streams are found within the Park including the Boesman’s, Mkhomaasi 
and Mzimkhulu rivers and tributaries of the Tugela, making the park one of the major water 
catchments of the country (Briggs 2006; KNCS 1999; van As and du Preez 2006). 
 
The World Heritage Site (WHS) is located inside a centre of plant diversity, the Drakensberg 
Centre of Endemism. The high species richness is due to the convergence of the Cape and 
subtropical biota, resulting in 247 endemic plant species. An extensive diversity of habitats is 
attributed to past speciation, major erosion and uplift, and dispersal and establishment 
events (KNCS 1999; van As and du Preez 2006; White 1978). These habitats include the 
summit pl ateaus and sp urs, m id-altitude steep slopes and v alleys below. T hese habi tats 
make respective hosts to the unique alpine tundra and Erica-Helichrysum heath; diverse 
fynbos scrub, gr asslands and woodland co mmunities and; various grassland and f orest 
communities (Hill 1996; KNCS 1999). 
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The uK hahlamba D rakensberg P ark ( KwaZulu-Natal) co ntains 2 153 kn own p lant sp ecies 
consisting o f an giosperms (1 993 sp ecies), gymnosperms (5 sp ecies), pteridophytes (70 
species) and 85 species of bryophytes. Two features that stand out are the high percentages 
of Compositae and monocotyledons, 285 sp ecies and five families respectively, comprising 
55% of the flora (Briggs 2006; Everson and Morris 2006; KNCS 1999; Sycholt 2002). Among 
these species there a re 109 i nternationally t hreatened and  109 na tionally t hreatened. The 
total endemism percentage of the entire floral community is 29.5% ((39% of the Asteraceae 
family are local endemics (Briggs 2006; Matthews and Bredenkamp 1999; van Wilgen et al. 
1990)), m eaning there i s a l arge num ber o f e ndemic species which i nclude t he Protea 
nubigena and t he D rakensberg C ycad Encephalartos ghellinckii. ( Johnson et al. 1998 ; 
KNCS 1999;  v an Wilgen et al. 1990 ), and the onl y sp ecies of i ndigenous bamboo 
Thamnocalamus tessellatus (Briggs 2006; M atthews and B redenkamp 1999) . The hi ghly 
endemic Protea nubigena (cloud pr otea) i s considered t o be t he w orld’s rarest pr otea 
species, with a range of less than one hectare consisting of no more than a hundred healthy 
individuals found abov e 2 400 m , on a si ngle st eep sl ope ( Briggs 2006). The genus 
Helichrysum is the most pr olific producer o f floral endem ics in the northern r egions o f t he 
Drakensberg (Matthews and Bredenkamp 1999). In the entire Drakensberg Afro-alpine zone, 
at least 247 of  the 394 sp ecies occur in t he park o f which there are 98 endem ic or near -
endemic species (KNCS 1999). The D rakensberg Mountain range with i ts treeless steep 
alpine sl opes is the so uthernmost poi nt o f the a fromontane regional ce ntre o f endem ism, 
which is considered as one of the oldest centres of plant endemism in the world (van As and 
du Preez 2006; White 1978).  
 
3.2.3 Fauna 
The number of fauna species of the uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park is not as abundant as 
the floral species however the vast range of vegetation communities gives rise to a di verse 
set of faunal niches and consequently a high faunal species richness. There is a total of 48 
mammal species, 299 bird, 48 reptile, 26 frog and 8 fish species. Many of which are rare, 
endemic or r estricted i n t heir di stributions (KNCS 1999 ; van A s and du  P reez 2006;  van 
Wilgen et al. 1990 ), for example, the par k ho sts the onl y known p opulations within a  
protected area of the Sclater’s golden mole Chlorotalpa sclateri, Cape mole rat Georychus 
capensis, i ce r at Otomys sloggetti and whitetailed m ouse Mystromys albicaudatus (Briggs 
2006; KNCS 1999; Sycholt 2002). Ancient invertebrate lineages have originated in the 
region explaining the presence of relict palaeogenic invertebrate taxa (KNCS 1999). None of 
the mammals are on the internationally threatened species list however 11 and seven are 
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found in the Red Data Book for South Africa and CITES Appendices, respectively (Smithers 





The largest, most diverse concentration of early rock art in sub-Saharan Africa are located in 
the par ks numerous caves and r ock sh elters (Briggs 2006; K NCS 1999;  M atthews and 
Bredenkamp 1999; van As and du Preez 2006). The Park falls within a Conservation 
International-designated Conservation Hotspot, a WWF Global 200 Eco-region, forms one of 
the w orld’s Endemic Bird A reas, is designated a R amsar w etland s ite and has been 
designated a World Heritage Site (KNCS 1999). 
 




The da ta collected were both quantitative ( GIS co mpatibility f ormat) and qualitative 
(workshop). Most data were acquired from the cartographic unit at the University of 
KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN) and Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife (Table 3.1). The data from UKZN were in 
a f ormat ( .shp) t hat i s compatible w ith G eographical I nformation S ystems (GIS) so ftware. 
The data from Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife, provincial custodians of biodiversity, were in various 
formats (.shp, workshop outcomes, .xlsx) and needed to be reformatted depending on the 
requirements from each individual datum (Table 3.1). 
 
Table 3.1: Data source, type, format and required format 




KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Boundary .shp .shp 
Digital Terrain Model (DTM) DTM TIN 
River System .shp .shp 
 
Forests .shp .shp 
 
Place Names .shp .shp 
 





Study Area Boundary .shp .shp 
Historical Fire Data .shp .xlsx 
 
Sensitive Areas 











3.3.2 Projections and Programs 
 
All raw data are required to be in the same coordinate system (map projection and datum) to 
run anal yses. T he dat a t hat had  an unk nown or  incorrect co ordinate system had  to be  
defined using the Define Projection tool within the ArcMap program. When running this tool, 
certain par ameters were se t, determined by  geogr aphic locality and user requirements 
(Table 3. 2). Once al l t he data were defined, t hey were projected to t he sa me co ordinate 
system, usi ng t he Project tool. The pr ojection i s Universal T ransverse Mercator 36 S outh 
(UTM Zone 36S ) World Geodetic System (WGS) 1984 as the extent of KwaZulu-Natal falls 
within this zone (Table 3.2). 
 
 










All data preparation, statistical analysis and modelling were completed using the ESRI 
ArcGIS suite (version 9.3.1 initially) containing se veral different G eographical Information 
System (GIS) software products (programs), i.e. ArcMap, ArcCatalog and ArcScene. ArcMap 
was used for the preparation, editing, statistical analysis and modelling of the data. The 
preparation, editing and data management were achieved using ArcCatalog and ArcScene 
was required to develop a 3D model of the study site to determine the 3D area. This was 
made av ailable f or use  by the U niversity of  K waZulu-Natal. A  new  version of  the A rcGIS 
suite (version 10) became available close to completion of the research and therefore 
although the new version was required due to added features that were vital for completion 
of t he p roject, t ime r estrictions resulted i n t he full abi lities of the new  v ersion not  bei ng 
explored or utilised. 
  
Define Projection 










Output Coordinate System 
Select Projected 
Projected Coordinate System WGS 1984 UTM Zone 36S.prj 
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3.3.3 Altitudinal Belts and Management Compartments 
 
The historic prescribed fire data for the UDP_WHS were obtained from the Ezemvelo KZN 
Wildlife for a 10 year p eriod (2001 – 2010). T here w ere variations amongst t he y ears in 
number and position of management compartments with some compartments being 
overlapped, dupl icated, combined, and /or s ub-divided within and bet ween t he y ears. To 
develop a study area template, the management compartments were correctly digitised by 
displaying the y ears simultaneously t o vi ew c ommon occu rrences and v ariations. Where 
there w ere discrepancies between t he y ears a co mmon do minator w as sort by  visually 
comparing all the years usually resulting in only one of the years being incorrect (Fig 3.3). 
There were similar problems with variations in the labelling of the compartments, however 
there was also common labelling amongst the compartments that were automatically 
assigned as compartment codes. The code assigned to each compartment was dependent 
on the previously developed template. Each year needed t o be co rrected and assi gned the 
appropriate co de t o co mply with t he base  t emplate to det ermine t he pr escribed bur ning 
characteristics of each compartment for each  year. Some compartments had two di fferent 
codes, meaning they would be considered twice in any analysis, which was corrected.  
 
The number of compartments varied between the years (Table 3.3), with the template total 
being 489 management compartments. Therefore each year had to be corrected for: number 
of compartments, compartment code and prescribed burning characteristics (burnt/not burnt, 
type of burn, etc.); i.e. if a co mpartment was required to be sub-divided (Fig 3.3c) then the 
burning characteristics data o f t hat l arge compartment determined the data o f t he smaller 
sub-divided compartments (Fig 3.3a). The original EKZNW digitising process was incorrect 
resulting in overlaps of neighbouring compartments. This was only realised further along in 
the process when it became problematic during statistical analysis and these problems were 
corrected for and discussed in the following section. 
 
Table 3.3: Number of compartments into which the park was divided in different years 















Figure 3.3: Variations in m anagement co mpartment boundar ies between di fferent y ears. 
Inconsistencies in m anagement co mpartment b oundaries between t he y ears (dark grey) 
were corrected using common dominators found within the other years (2005 – 07, 09). 
 
Prescribed burning is carried out per management compartment, (i.e. managers burn by 
compartment). However these compartments do not coincide with the natural contours and 
consequently, t he al titudinal bel ts of t he P ark. This is pr oblematic for management as a 
certain pe rcentage per  altitudinal bel t i s required t o be  bur nt per year. T here are t hree 
altitudinal bel ts, n amely m ontane, su b-alpine a nd al pine w hich were det ermined usi ng 
contour l ine dat a and b elt r anges (m.a.s.l.). When bur ning a co mpartment t hat falls within 
two or  m ore bel ts, t he total ar ea o f that co mpartment needs to be s ub-divided into i ts 
respective al titudinal bel ts as a whole co mpartment ca n be pr escribed t o bur n not  a su b-
division thereof. 
 
The Union tool in ArcMap was utilised to compute a geometric intersection between datasets 
from multiple sources into a single output feature class preserving the attribute data from all 
the overlapping input features. This tool was preferred over the Merge tool, which is similar 
in function, however the Merge tool will not planarize (combine) feature geometries from the 
input feature classes. However, for both the Union and Merge tool the input data sets have 
to be o f the same type ( i.e. multiple point feature classes, multiple tables, but  l ine feature 
classes cannot be merged with a polygon feature class), with the Union input features being 
limited to only polygon geometry.  
 
The input datasets are the altitudinal belts and management compartments and the output 
feature class is a base map containing the three altitudinal belts (montane, sub-alpine and 
alpine). T he i ssue bei ng t hat t he al titudinal bel ts are a pol yline f eature w hile t he 
management compartments have a polygon geometry (Fig 3.5a). Therefore the belts have to 
be converted to a pol ygon feature. The alpine and montane belts were converted using the 
2005, 2006, 2009 2007 2008 
a b c 
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downloaded ET Geowizards tool (Fig. 3.4). Closed polylines were created of the two belts 
(Fig. 3.5b). The Geowizard only converts one closed polyline feature at a time. The reason 
for hav ing more t han o ne pol yline per  al titudinal bel t i s because the a lpine and m ontane 
belts are intersected by the sub-alpine belt, which is continuous (Fig. 3.5c). When creating 
closed polylines it is vital that the snapping and finish sketch functions are utilised as they 
will not be converted to polygons if the polylines are not closed.  
 
These i ndividual pol ygons are m erged and dissolved into t heir r espective altitudinal bel ts, 
resulting in two feature classes (montane and alpine) (Fig. 3.5d). The two belts were clipped 
to the boundary of the UDP_WHS (study site) (Fig. 3.5e). The sub-alpine belt was created 
using t he Erase tool, r emoving t he montane and al pine belt f rom the st udy si te, t he 
remaining section was the sub-alpine belt (Fig. 3.5f; Fig. 3.4). These three altitudinal belts 
are used i ndividually an d t hey ar e m erged t ogether t o c reate one belt base  template (Fig 
3.5g). T he union tool was then r un usi ng the al titudinal bel ts and m anagement 












Figure 3.4: The development of the altitudinal belt polygon feature class (consisting of the 
alpine, sub-alpine and montane belts) from polyline feature classes using the ET Geowizard 
Tool. 
 
Due t o t he co mpartments not co inciding w ith t he al titudinal bel ts, t he compartments were 
sub-divided after the union ( Fig 3 .6). The sub-divided co mpartments hav e t he sa me 
compartment co de as the par ent co mpartment how ever t hey di ffer i n su rface a rea and  
altitudinal belt into which they belong. The total area burnt for each altitudinal belt is required 
and therefore when burning the compartment (e.g. fig 3.6a) which falls in all three belts (e.g. 




















































































Figure 3.5: Process for developing the t hree altitudinal belts of the Drakensberg Park; a) 
management compartment with contour lines, b) closed polylines, c) several different polygons, d) 
different polygons merged to create individual belts, e) alpine and montane belt polygons clipped 










Figure 3.6: A management compartment; a) before union; b) after the union subdividing the 
compartment into various belts. 
 
3.3.4 Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) 
 
The pr ecise area o f each pol ygon i s required to accu rately det ermine total ar ea bur nt per 
altitudinal belt. To achieve this, the total area of each compartment could not be determined 
from the two-dimensional template map, due to the topography of the study site. Therefore a 
3D version of the map and individual compartments was required. The Digital Terrain Model 
(DTM) and r elief data ( contour l ines) o f t he study si te were used to create a T riangulated 
Irregular Network (TIN) which was used to create the 3D model of the study site (Fig. 3.7c). 
The a rea o f the s tudy si te was determined f rom the T IN however t he area o f t he specific 
polygons could not be ca lculated because the D TM and r elief da ta a re not  su bdivided. 
Therefore the management compartments were converted to 3D with the 3D Analyst toolbar 
(not toolbox) in ArcMap, using the DTM as the source heights and compartment code as the 
tag value f ield ( Fig. 3. 7b). The r esult i s the shape ch anging from pol ygon t o P olygon ZM  
(added z -coordinate) f or each co mpartment (Fig. 3. 7a).  The 3D  t emplate w ith t he ZM  
polygons was converted to a TIN (3D Analyst toolbar) which is subsequently used in the TIN 
Volume Polygon tool (TIN Surface toolset, 3D Analyst toolbox) to determine the 3D surface 
area of each individual compartment (Fig. 3.7c). The input TIN is the one created previous, 
Input Feature Class is the 3D template and its reference plane is ‘above plane height’. All the 
features involved must be in the same projection. Thereafter the surface area and perimeter 
of each compartment is calculated, from which percentage area was determined. 






Figure 3.7: The use of the 3D template (a) and Digital Terrain Model (DTM) (b) of the UDP-
WHS to cr eate a  Triangulated Irregular N etwork ( TIN) (c), and  a t hree-dimensional 
representation of the UDP-WHS (d) illustrating the altitudinal belts (e). 
 
 
After t his process, compartments had t o be di gitally r ectified.  A  number o f new pol ygons 
(after t he union i n t he previous step) had ex actly the sa me area ( overlap), no ar ea 
(neighbouring compartments not sharing common boundaries) or had a value or FID (feature 
arcmap identification number) of -1. A value of -1 means they fall outside the study area and 
a -1 value for FID indicates incorrect digitizing. This correction could not be done before the 
union due to the need for these values. The -1 values were deleted f rom the original base 









the same section being counted in two different belts, i.e. in the montane and sub-alpine or 
sub-alpine and al pine. Therefore by  l ooking at  the 3D  su rface ar ea and  FI D t he pol ygons 
could be digitized correctly by deleting the incorrect overlapping polygons that were created. 
This digitising pr ocess is repeated unt il t here a re no out liers remaining. T he nu mber o f 
compartments produced was 957 after the first run to 884 correctly digitised, no overlapping 
compartments after the 14th
 
 run. This problem was predominately due to incorrect digitising 
of t he or iginal dat a, where nei ghbouring co mpartments did not  share b oundaries, instead 
new polygons (with no area or minute areas) were created between them when the template 
was converted into a 3D template. 
The three-dimensional representation of the UDP-WHS and the altitudinal belts was created 
in ArcScene (Fig. 3.7d, 3.7e). The base heights were determined from the z value created in 
the 3D  co nversion. A  conversion exaggeration factor o f 3 was used for v isualisation 
purposes. 
 
3.3.5 Historical Data 
 
The historical f ire data were collated and corrected due to each year varying in number of 
compartments and di fferent compartment codes. Each compartment was either burnt or not 
burnt, with burnt being further divided into different burn treatments, i.e. scheduled, lightning, 
arson, invasive, accidental/runaway and unknown. A number of compartments in the various 
years had to be subdivided or grouped to comply with the base map. When subdivided, the 
new co mpartments data were determined by  t he or iginal co mpartment. T he dat a from al l 
years were summarised into an excel spreadsheet based on the compartment codes, with 
each compartment being not burnt or having one of the burning treatments (Fig. 3.8).  
 
An excel spreadsheet was utilised for its complex formula abilities and user friendly 
interface. T he Years Since Last  B urnt ( YSLB) was determined usi ng t he array formula: 
{=LOOKUP(100,FREQUENCY(IF(cell range="Not_Burnt",COLUMN (D2:J2)),IF(cell range 
<>"",IF(cell range<>"Not Burnt",COLUMN(cell range)))))}, (using a consecutive combination 
of the CTRL,SHIFT,ENTER keys) (Fig. 3.8 column K). This formula was used to count the 
number o f ce lls (years) a sp ecific compartment has containing ‘ Not B urnt’, un til a y ear i s 
reached containing a treatment (e.g. Fig. 3.8 row 4). A column is located at the end of the 
last year (Fig. 3. 8 column J ). This is used to add another year t o the formula. A r ange of  
values is defined, called ‘Treatment’ containing the different types of treatment options 
available. The entire dataset is selected and data validation is selected to allow the range of 
values located in the ‘Treatment’ range. Therefore when updating the datasheet a dropdown 
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list with available treatments is provided for each compartment. An error message is added if 
users enter an invalid value. This excel sheet is JOINED (using compartment codes) to the 
base map, therefore adding the dimension of having a complex formula which ArcMap 9.3.1 
is unable to perform. The join must be validated to ensure all data are joined correctly. When 
the e xcel sp readsheet i s updated, it is  updated i n t he management compartment f eature 
class within the ArcMap document. Therefore any analyses involving the feature class such 




Figure 3.8: Excel spreadsheet co ntaining historical fire data used to determine the years 




The fire management environmental decision support system is based upon two models (i.e. 
Intermediate output and Final output model). These models were built in the Macro Builder 
of A rcMap 10.  A  ne w t oolbox ‘Fire_EDSS’ was cr eated i n t he g eodatabase t o house  t he 
models, therefore the toolbox and models are not confined to a single computer. The 
Intermediate output model was developed t o cr eate numerous temporary out puts allowing 
decision m akers to al ter par ameters then r e-run t he m odel ( Fig. 3 .9). E very out put was 
overwritten by  the following therefore preventing the accumulation o f redundant data. This 
was achieved by changing the geoprocessing settings to allow the ‘overwrite of outputs of 
geoprocessing operations’ and r etaining the same output names. There are instructions for 
the overwriting of the outputs in the model description of the model start up dialog box. 





Step One     Step Two Step Four Step Three 
Selection o f features in t he M anagement 
Compartments ( MC’s) su b-divided by  
Altitudinal B elts layer f rom s elections in t he 
management co mpartment l ayer b ased on 
their spatial relationship. 
 





Selecting Features: Management 
Compartments (MC) 
 
Selection Type: NEW_SELECTION 
The s elect t ool extracts any  
required dat a ( subset) f rom a 
feature c lass t ypically us ing a  
Structured Q uery Lang uage 
(SQL) expression. 
Input F eatures: S election: 
Compartments with Altitudinal 
Belts 
Output Feature Class: 
Selection: [an altitudinal belt] 
Layer sy mbology defined i n 
properties 
 
Expression ( SQL): S pecific 
altitudinal b elt f rom I nput 
feature, e.g. = Montane 
 
Summary statistics analyse the 
data an d su mmarises field(s) 
into an output table. 
Input Table: Selection: [an 
altitudinal belt] 
Output Table: Summary of [an 
altitudinal belt] A rea by  Y ears 
Since Last Burnt (YSLB). 
Statistics Field(s): Portion 
Area o f  Selection: 
Compartments with A ltitudinal 
Belts (Type: SUM). 
Case F ield: (calculate 
statistics separately for each 
unique attribute value) YSLB 
from joined excel table. 
Creates a graph as a visual output from an input 
table/feature. Input graph template or graph: 
Graph of All compartments (must have 4 series) 
Input Series: 1x Bar, 3x Line  
Series Vertical Bar of type “bar:vertical”/ 
”line:vertical” 
Dataset: Summary of [an altitudinal belt] Area 
by YSLB 
 X: YSLB 
 Y: Summary Area of [an altitudinal belt] 
 Sort Type: VALUE 
 
Graph General Properties 
Title: Total Area Burnt according to YSLB 
in [an altitudinal belt] 
Output Graph Name: Total Area Burnt 
according to YSLB in [an altitudinal belt] 
 
Figure 3.9: Model steps to create an Environmental Decision Support System (EDSS) for the fire management of the uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site (UDP-WHS) 
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The select by  l ocation tool ( step one ) w as used i n t he m odel t o se lect features in t he 
management compartments (MC’s) sub-divided by altitudinal belts feature from selections in 
the management compartment l ayer base d on t heir sp atial r elationship. T he i nput feature 
layer ( MC’s sub-divided by altitudinal b elts) i s evaluated ag ainst t he m anagement 
compartments by which burns are conducted and therefore selections for burns are based. If 
the MC’s sub-divided by altitudinal belts are WITHIN (relationship type) the selected 
management c ompartments then they are se lected. The se lection t ype i s a 
NEW_SELECTION, meaning the resulting selection will replace any existing selection. 
 
In step two the select tool extracts any required data from a feature class typically using a 
Structured Query Language (SQL) expression. This extracted data are stored in an output 
feature class. The input feature is the selected compartments in the Compartments with 
altitudinal belts feature from the previous step. The output feature class is stored in a t emp 
folder and allocated a t itle acco rding t o which bel t i s been se lected from, e. g. 
Selection_Montane. A SQL expression is used to select a subset of features, with differing 
syntax depending on the data source. The e xpression “ Compartments with Altitudinal 
Belts.Alt_belt”= ‘ Montane’ ( for ex ample) i s used t o se lect onl y t he dat a per taining t o t he 
compartments found in the m ontane al titudinal bel t. The Compartments with Altitudinal 
Belts.Alt_belt indicates that input feature used in this expression is from the field ‘Altitudinal 
belts’ in t he feature cl ass “Compartments with Altitudinal Belts”. A  new  feature for ea ch 
altitudinal belt is added to the layout (add to display selected) based on the selected features 
from the previous step (step one). 
 
The layer symbology in the properties of the resultant output feature allows for defining how 
it will be drawn when added to the layout. This is achieved by referencing a layer file that has 
the desi red out put desi gn. S eparate l ayers of each  bel t were designed and selected, 
according to what was required and then exported as a layer file to be the reference source 
for this step. These layers have to be i n layer (.lyr) file format. The selection output used in 
the next step is made a model parameter. 
 
Summary statistics analyse the data and summarises field(s) into an output table in the step 
three. The input is the feature created in the previous step and t he output is a table with a 
suitable title. The statistical field that is required to be summarised is the area portion of the 
Compartments with altitudinal belts feature created by the TIN Volume Polygon in the area 
calculation section. The statistic type is SUM which adds the total value for the area portion 
field. The case field is the f ield in the Input Table used to calculate statistics separately for 
each unique attribute value. The case field used is the YSLB field from the excel table that 
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was joined to the Compartments with altitudinal belts feature (Fig. 3.10). The output table is 
a model parameter. 
 
 
Figure 3.10: Summary statistics of the sum of percentage area bur nt per year since l ast 
burnt (YSLB) per altitudinal belt. The table on the right is the summary of the table on the left 
for the sub-alpine altitudinal belt. 
 
ArcMap 9. 3.1 was replaced w ith A rcMap 10 due t o t he need for t he make a graph 
functionality i n m odel b uilder t hat w as only a vailable in version 10 and necessary t o 
complete step 4. One bar and three lines graph for the study site, using YSLB, portion area 
and ideal f ire regimes, was created and ex ported. This served as the input graph template 
showing t he se lected features and the desi red percentage burn for every YSLB. T he four 
series have to be on one template graph. A limitation that was discovered was when adding 
another series to the template in the model, after creating the initial template, it causes the 
program to fail.  T herefore four series have to be added t o the original graph (one bar and 
three line) before exporting the template to prevent the program from ‘crashing’. The input 
series for the bar series is the summarised table created in the previous step, making sure 
that t he drive path t o t he su mmarised t able not  t he ex isting t able ( i.e. t he one t hat w ill 
continuously be updated). The data for the three line series are static tables located with the 
geodatabase. They hav e been cr eated from t he i deal f ire r egimes data and i nclude t he 
minimum, m aximum an d i deal per centage ar ea bur n per  Y SLB per  altitudinal bel t (see 
section 3.5.1), therefore providing an indication to the decision makers on how closely their 




The X  se ries for al l t he se ries is the years since l ast bur nt ( YSLB) and t he Y  a xis is the 
summary of the portion areas. The sort type is VALUE, however this has to be deselected 
for one o f the other options then the model must be r un then only select VALUE and i t will 
function correctly. When selecting the x and y data the same classes must not both be in the 
x and y fields simultaneously, i.e. YSLB in both fields at any stage will result in the graph 
module not recognising the labels when changed. The t itle of  the graph does not have to 
change, keeping it the same allows for overwriting and not a gathering of redundant data. 
Axes are l abelled appr opriately and t he out put i s made a model parameter and add to 
display is selected.  
 
3.4.1 Graph Template 
 
To create the graph template, a graph containing the relevant data must be cr eated. This 
graph must contain the one bar series and three line series. The bar series is based on the 
summary statistics of the park based on percentage area and YSLB. The three line series 
are based on nine tables (3 x 3 tables per altitudinal belt: Minimum, Maximum and Ideal). 
Once t his graph i s created, t he pr operties are edited t o ensu re al l dat a are correctly 
















Figure 3.11: Graph Template used in the Making a graph step of the model of percentage 




3.4.2 Final Output 
 
When a final decision is reached, after numerous re-runs of the model, a final output is 
required. The second model (final output model) is run to export the selected burning 






Figure 3.12: Model for Final Output of compartments management treatments to update the 
excel data. 
 
The model consists of six steps containing individual tools, inputs and outputs. Once the final 
selection on which management compartments to burn is decided, this model is run. Step 
one uses the ‘calculate field’ tool t o ca lculate t he v alues of a desi red field w ithin t he 
management compartments (MCs) feature class. The input t able i s the MCs feature class 
containing the selected compartments. The Structured Query Language ( SQL) expression 
((visual basic syntax (VB)) is Treatment (field name) = “Scheduled”. The selected features 
are labelled Scheduled as during the decision making phase there can only be two options 
Scheduled and Not Burnt, with other treatments such as arson or accidental only occurring 
after t he i nitial pr escribed bur ning m anagement plans have been co mpleted. The se cond 
step sw itches the current se lection o f the c ompartments using the ‘ Select Layer by 
Attributes’ tool with the selection type, Switch Selection. This is necessary to select all the 
compartments that are not scheduled to be bur nt t hat year. This switched se lection i s the 
input for step three which, using the ‘calculate field’ tool, defines the selected features in the 
Treatment field as Not Burnt, usi ng t he S QL ex pression Treatment (field nam e) =  “ Not 
Burnt”. At the completion of this step the Treatment field for all the compartments should be 
either Scheduled or Not Burnt. Step four uses the ‘Select Layer by Attributes’ tool (selection 
   Step One      Step Two     Step Three     Step Four     Step Five                 Step Six 
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type, Clear Selection), to clear all the selections on the management compartment feature 
class, required for the last two steps. Step five and six involve the export of the data. The 
‘Table to Table’ tool in step five creates a geodatabase table of the compartment codes and 
Treatment field, r emoving the r emaining data. T he input rows is the M Cs feature cl ass, 
Output Location is the EKZNW_Fire_DSS geodatabase, Output Table: Year Treatments and 
the Field Map is where the data that are not required is deleted. This results in a table 
making it easy to update the excel spreadsheet in the future. Step six utilises the ‘Table to 
dBase’ tool to export the resultant geodatabase table (Input Table) from the previous step to 
a folder (Output Folder) containing the excel spreadsheet. The output is a dBase (.dbf) table, 
a format useable in excel. 
 
The user can copy and paste the Treatment Field data into the specific Year column 
receiving t hat pr escribed bur ning t reatment i n t he excel sp readsheet. The Scheduled and 
Not Burnt entries will be recognised by the Data Validation, and the Years Since Last Burnt 
(YSLB) column will be updated. During the subsequent year, if there are unplanned fires due 
to ar son, l ightning, acc idental/runaway or  i nvasive t hen t he U ser ca n open t he ex cel 
document and change the a ffected compartments to the t reatment t hat occurred. This will 




A file geodatabase was created called ‘EKZNW_Fire_DSS’. A file geodatabase was used as 
it can be utilised by several users simultaneously. However, only one user at a time can edit 
the same data. The geodatabase houses the feature classes, t ables, relationship classes, 
toolboxes and other geodatabase components used in the development of the Fire Decision 
Support S ystem (FDSS) ( Table 3. 4). When t he g eodatabase w as completed i t w as 
compressed to delete all redundant data which if not removed will hinder the performance of 




Table 3.4: Data types and description within the EKZNW_Fire_DSS geodatabase. 
  
  
3.5.1 Fire Regimes 
 
The fire regimes for each al titudinal bel t based on percentage area burnt and y ears since 
last burnt was determined by specialists and workshops with Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife (Fig. 
3.13 and Table 3.5). There is the ecologically ideal, minimum and maximum percentage 
area burnt for each altitudinal belt in terms of how many years it has been since the 
compartments, found i n each bel t, have been b urnt. This was based on t he hi storical fire 
regime of the area, the ecological requirements of the flora and fauna communities and past 
scientific research conducted i n t he area (e.g. Everson and T ainton (1984); Killick (1963); 
Rowe-Rowe and Lowry (1982)). 
            
   
 




Study site divided into the UDP-WHS 
managerial compartments 
MCs subdivided by 
Altitudinal Belts 
Feature Class 
UDP-WHS management compartments 
subdivided by the three altitudinal belt 
Altitudinal Belts Feature Class 
The three altitudinal belts found in the study site, 





Annotated labels of each subdivided MC: 
percentage area. 
Precautions 
Feature Class, Table 
and Relationship Class 
A feature class of precautions/ special attention 
found with UDP-WHS including images and fire 
treatment suggestions. 
Fire_EDSS Toolbox 
Toolbox containing the two models required in 
the EDSS 
Ideal, Min and Max 
(Specific Altitudinal Belt) 
Tables 
Three tables per altitudinal belt of ideal, 
minimum and maximum % area burnt per Years 




Temporary prescribed burning selection for each 
altitudinal belt (outputs of a model run) 
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Table 3.5: Fire regime parameters for each altitudinal belt in terms of percentage area burnt 

















YSLB Montane (%) Sub-alpine (%) Alpine (%) 
  Ideal Min Max Ideal Min Max Ideal Min Max 
1 30 7 45 20 10 40 0 0 5 
2 35 5 39 30 8 35 5 0 8 
3 15 3 30 25 6 30 5 0 10 
4 10 3 22 15 4 22 5 1 12 
5 5 2 15 5 2 15 5 2 15 
6 2 1 10 2 1 9 10 3 18 
7 2 1 7 1 0 5 10 4 21 
8 1 1 5 1 0 3 10 5 25 
9 0 0 2 0.5 0 2 20 5 30 










































Montane (< 1800 m a.s.l.)
Ideal Minimum Maximum
Figure 3.13: Fire r egime parameters for each  altitudinal bel t i n t erms of per centage ( %) 
area burnt and years since last burnt (YSLB) per burning period (per annum). The hatched 
bars are the i deal per centage ar ea to be bur nt per  y ear si nce l ast bur nt. The so lid and  





The percentage area and years since last burnt (YSLB) of each management compartment 
is required while making decisions regarding where to burn. Therefore these data needs to 
be visually represented on the layout. The management compartments are labelled with the 
expression [Percentage_Area]  & " "& "%". These labels were converted to annotation with a 
reference scale of 1:100 000 and stored in the EKZNW_Fire_DSS geodatabase (Fig. 4.4). 
 
The annot ated l abels are a se parate feature r elated t o t he m anagement co mpartment 
feature. Therefore t he l abel ex pression can be ch anged to i nclude more i nformation. The 
other label is the YSLB, using the expression [YSLB]  & " "& "YSLB" (Fig. 4.4). The scale 
range w as set to not  sh ow l abels when zoomed out  bey ond 1: 150 000  to pr event den se 




The uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park contains various elements resulting in World Heritage 
Site status, these elements include archaeological relicts, cultural significance and endemic 
and r are sp ecies. To maintain and co nserve t his unique region, sp ecial m anagement 
objectives are required for various aspects associated with these elements (e.g. campsites, 
rock art sites, fire-sensitive species) to prevent damage and/or loss. 
 
A feature class, ‘Precautions’, was created containing these elements. This was created to 
alert the deci sion makers that t here i s a po tential pr ecaution w ithin t hat management 
compartment. The element is displayed with a marker that the decision makers can select 
and display a window with all the required additional i nformation of t hat specific el ement 
including an image, (Fig. 3.14) and a descriptive .pdf document. The exact location of Rock 
Art si tes are not  di splayed i n any  of  t he de cision su pport system i mages within t his 
dissertation due t o the sensitive nature of the data and t o ensure the future archaeological 
integrity of  the si tes. Therefore depi ction o f si tes and asso ciated l ocations within t his 








Additional information related to these specific elements is required to help decision makers 
in pr escribed bur ning management deci sions. D isplaying t his information i s achieved 
through the use  o f ‘ Attachments’. T his allows for addi ng files to i ndividual f eatures in 
numerous formats (e.g. PDFs, i mages, documents). A ttachments ar e similar t o hyperlinks 
but allow the association of multiple files, storing of the attached files in a geodatabase and 
viewing o f t hese files in num erous ways. The feature cl ass has t o be within an A rcGIS 
version 10 geodatabase, namely ‘EKZNW_Fire_DSS’. The geodatabase was a 9.3.1 version 
and had t o be upg raded by right cl icking i n t he A rcCatalog t ree under  t he g eneral t ab o f 
properties and selecting ‘Upgrade Geodatabase’. To add information, the ‘attachments’ had 
to be enabl ed on t he feature class in the ArcCatalog. This enabling created a new  table to 
contain at tachment files and a new relationship class to relate the features to the attached 
files. The creation has to be done outside of an editing session, whilst adding attachments to 
the feature must be done during an editing season. Adding files has to be done during an 
editing se ssion, found i n t he ‘ Attributes’ section (Editor t oolbar). T he f eature m ust be 
selected, and the files added through the ‘Attachment Manager’. The data added can include 
an i mage o f t he pr ecaution el ement, l abels, ar ea and  su ggested prescribed bu rning 
technique .pdf (Fig. 3.14). The at tachments ar e stored in t he g eodatabase t able and 
Figure 3.14: HTML popup display window showing precautions for sensitive area, i.e. rock 
art sites, within the uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site 
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therefore do not have a link to the original source and can be used from different computers. 
To view this information on map layout, the HTML pop-up tool is used, which is found on the 




A new toolbar ‘EKZNW FDSS’ was created in the ‘Customize Mode’ menu which opens the 
toolbar dialog box . I t was developed to house  all t he t ools that were r equired i n se lecting 








Figure 3.15: The ‘EKZNW’ toolbar in the uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site (UDP-
WHS) ArcMap document. 
 
3.6 Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife (EKZNW) Workshops 
 
A num ber o f workshops were held with E KZNW during the r esearch process. An initial 
workshop was held to determine the requirements and the viability of  the project. Relevant 
data, EKZNW fire management objectives and the research framework were established 
during this initial workshop. Two subsequent workshops were held for updates and feedback 
to track the research progress and to gather additional data. The last workshop was for the 




The research involved the collection, preparation, statistical analyses and modelling of large 
amounts o f dat a usi ng t he A rcGIS so ftware suite. This was required t o dev elop an  
Environmental D ecision S upport S ystem for the uK hahlamba D rakensberg P ark World 















































The research aim was to develop an environmental decision support system for the 
uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site (UDP-WHS). This chapter contains the 
final decision support system, layout interface (ArcMap document) and final export data. The 
previous chapter (chapter three: methodology) contains all the intermediate results that were 
required for the subsequent steps in the methodology t o produce the final system. Thus 
chapter three and four need to be seen not as the more ‘classical’ individual methods and 
results chapters of a thesis but as an ex tension of each other. Hence the cross referencing 
between the two chapters. 
 
4.2 Model Results 
The results o f t he models (section 3. 4) that f orm the f oundation of t he environmental 
decision support system, consists of intermediate and final outputs. These outputs are in the 
form of layouts, graphs and tables. Due to the size of the data set, a subset of the data will 
be used to visually display the results of these models. 
 
4.2.1 Intermediate Model Outputs 
The resultant output of the intermediate model (Fig. 3.8) includes the selected compartments 
(Fig. 4.1a) being divided into the three altitudinal belts. They are displayed with the unique 
colour palette that was determined from the layer file selected in the layer symbology in step 
two (Fig. 4.1b). These outputs are temporary and ch ange with every run of the model. The 
selected data were summarised and displayed in individual bar graphs (Fig. 4.1c). The three 
line se ries in each  g raph pr ovide the use r with an i ndication of  how  cl osely t he se lected 
areas are in relation to the ideal fire regimes of each altitudinal belt (Fig. 4.1c). 
 
4.2.2 Final Model Output 
 
The management co mpartments that the deci sion m akers have det ermined t o require 
prescribed burning, from numerous runs of the intermediate model, are selected. The f inal 
model w as run w ith t his selection, with t he final r esult bei ng an ex ported .dbf table o f al l 
management compartments and associated treatment. The results of each step of the final 




Figure 4.1: Temporary Model outputs of the uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site (UDP-WHS) Environmental Decision Support System (EDSS), a) selected features in the UDP-WHS, b) selected 





The compartments selected for prescribed burning in the management compartment feature 
class (left) w as the i nput for s tep one ( right). T he se lected features were labelled 
“Scheduled” in the treatment field using the field calculator. 
 
The selection was switch (step two) as the field calculator will only calculate selected 
features. These features were calculated as “Not Burnt” in the treatment field (step three). 
Thus there were no blank records. Blank records are not registered by the Years Since Last 





The selection of a subset of the data is cleared, leaving no record selected (step four). This 
is because when exporting a table (step five) only the selected features are exported. The 
entire data set is required to update the dataset therefore by clearing the selection the entire 
attribute table is exported. Step five is necessary as it removes unnecessary fields. 
The final st ep ( six) i s exporting t he geodatabase t able of  st ep five i nto a . dbf t able 
compatible with excel (left). The treatment field (in the left table) is copied and pasted into a 
new field created (under the Insert Year column) in the historical data set (right). Resulting in 
the dat a se t and A rcMap docu ment bei ng upda ted. The ex cel docu ment ca n be updat ed 
throughout the year with any treatment in the drop-down list.  




4.2.3 Attribute Tables 
The attribute table of the management compartments (MCs) and MCs subdivided by the 
altitudinal belts feature classes (created in section 3.2.3) contain the required data. The MCs 
feature co ntains 489 r ecords with al l t he hi storical dat a f rom pr evious years. T he M Cs 
subdivided by altitudinal belts contains 884 features and which altitudinal bel t each  one i s 
located i n (Fig. 4.3). T he 489 f eatures are subdivided, using t he al titudinal bel ts, into 884 
features. Included in this division is area with the total area of a single compartment split into 
portions and assi gned to one o f the three al titudinal bel ts (Fig. 4.3 highlighted). T he 
percentage a rea (per i ndividual bel t) of the portion ar ea i s calculated for use i n t he 
intermediate model. 
Figure 4.3: The a ttribute t ables of t he management compartments (MCs) and MCs 
subdivided by the altitudinal belts feature cl asses. T he hi ghlighted features illustrate the 
subdivision of one compartment into two, with the total area being divided proportionally and 
each new portion assigned an altitudinal belt. 
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4.3 User Interface 
The environmental decision support system is stored in the geodatabase (section 3.5) with 
the user interface set-up being stored in an ArcMap document (.mxd). This document 
contains the various feature classes (created in section 3.3), annotations (3.5.2), toolbox and 
toolbar (3.5.4) and the necessary changes in geoprocessing settings (Table 4.1). 
 
4.4 UDP-WHS Fire Management Environmental Decision Support System (EDSS) 
The fire m anagement E DSS f or the uKhahlamba D rakensberg P ark World H eritage S ite 
(UDP-WHS) consists of an A rcMap document, geodat abase (3.5), excel document (3.3.5) 
and folders, which are all housed in one folder (Table 4.1) 
 
Folder Tree Description 
 Host Folder 
 Folder containing dbf tables from the final model 
output used to update excel spreadsheet 
 EKZNW Fire EDSS File Geodatabase 
 Altitudinal belts (ABs) feature class, housed in the 
GDB. 
 Management compartments feature class, 
housed in the GDB. 
 Management compartments annotated label 
feature class, housed in the GDB 
 MCs subdivided by ABs feature class, housed in 
the GDB. 
 
Fire EDSS toolbox containing the  intermediate  
and final output models housed in the GDB. 
 The selection features classes of each AB from 
the  intermediate  output model, housed in the 
GDB. 
 Ideal, maximum and minimum fire regimes for the 
Alpine altitudinal belt. Percentage area per Years 
Since Last Burnt (YSLB). 
 Ideal, maximum and minimum fire regimes for the 
Montane altitudinal belt. Percentage area per 
YSLB. 
 Ideal, maximum and minimum fire regimes for the 
Montane altitudinal belt. Percentage area per 
YSLB. 
 EKZNW EDSS ArcMap Document  
 Excel document containing historical fire 
management data 
Table 4 .1: The various elements of the uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage S ite 







Model runs with 
colour palette 
Figure 4.4: The user interface of the uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site (UDP-WHS) Fire Management  Environmental Decision Support System ArcMap document. 
Graph of each 
altitudinal belt 
showing % area 
selected to be burnt 
per Year Since Last 
Burnt (YSLB) 
compared to the 
Minimal, Maximum 
and Ideal Fire 
Regime 
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A fundamental property of planet Earth, fire persists as an evolutionary presence and ecological 
process of great import, and control over fire continues to be one of the foundations of human culture 
(Pyne 1984: vii). 
 
Ecosystems, co mmunities and sp ecies have ev olved t o be nat urally se lf-sustaining 
ecological sy stems. The ar rival o f hu man i nto these eco systems and t he ne gative impact 
they hav e had i s significant, al tering this natural functioning. There i s a need for t hese 
systems to function at  their opt imum l evel t o av oid deg radation and co nsequent l oss of 
species, increase of undesirable species and a decline in natural resources. To keep these 
once vast landscape f ragments functioning opt imally human intervention i s required in t he 
form o f nat ural r esource m anagement. This environmental m anagement co nserves the 
remaining species and their communities which benefits humans in terms of the resources 
available. According t o B urrows (2008), t here are numerous processes t hat a ffect na tural 
resources, how ever, f ire i s an en vironmental factor t hat nat urally ca n h ave a neg ative or  
positive ef fect on nat ural r esources dependent on t he pr escribed fire r egime and t he 
presence of other interacting factors such as fragmentation and biological invaders. 
 
The uKhahlamba D rakensberg P ark World H eritage S ite ( UDP-WHS) is one of  S outh 
Africa’s main w ater so urces and a region o f hi gh biologically di versity. To m aintain t he 
quality of this water source and species richness, suitable natural r esource m anagement 
objectives and deci sion su pport sy stems are required by t he m anagement cu stodians, 
Ezemvelo KZN W ildlife, involving sci entific dat a and m anagerial deci sion m akers, t o keep 
this area in a pristine ecological state. 
 
This chapter presents the results (chapter four) and intermediate results (chapter three) of 
the r esearch. The us e of  GIS, a g eodatabase and sp readsheets to dev elop an 
environmental decision support system, utilised in a provincial fire management plan, will be 
discussed. The advantages and limitations of the methodology developed in this study will 
be hi ghlighted and the fire m anagement E DSS linked t o t he t heoretical f ramework o f t he 




5.2  Research Results 
The raw data were collected and manipulated using ArcMap to develop required feature 
classes and two GIS m odels. These two m odels form the major c omponents of the 
environmental decision support system for fire management in the UDP-WHS. A file 
geodatabase w as created t o ho st the E DSS and t he dev eloped feature cl asses. A 
spreadsheet w as developed co ntaining t he hi storical fire dat a for e ach m anagement 
compartment pe r year. This was created to det ermine the years since l ast bu rnt for each 
compartment. A user i nterface was developed in an A rcMap docu ment, al lowing t he use r 
interface to remain consistent. The final environmental decision support system developed 
for the UDP-WHS fire management consists of the geodatabase, historical data spreadsheet 
and ArcMap document. 
 
5.3 Management Compartments 
 
The UDP-WHS is divided into management compartments within which t he env ironmental 
managers prescribe fire treatments. The ideal f ire regimes are designed for each altitudinal 
belt which these management compartments boundaries do not conform to, therefore when 
burning a compartment this needs to be taken into consideration as the percentage area for 
the alpine altitudinal region i s much lower than the neighbouring su b-alpine belt but one 
management compartment will be made up of both alpine and sub-alpine belts. This adds a 
level of complexity when burning compartments as prescribed burning takes place per 
compartment, affecting both altitudinal belts and, with the significant variations in percentage 
area needed to be burnt per belt, satisfying the requirements of neighbouring belts becomes 
difficult. Ideally the boundaries of the subdivided compartments should be altered to 
following the contour o f the al titudinal bel ts. Therefore each  bel t c ould be managed as an 
individual entity with its own management objectives and not semi-dependent on what 
occurs in the neighbouring belts compartments. 
 
A ma jor factor i s that these m anagement co mpartments are an thropogenic-based. T hey 
were determined by pre-existing property boundaries, relief and ease of management. They 
are not  based on t he eco logical requirements of t he ecosystem. Therefore ideally burning 
should not be based on managerial designated areas but rather on the requirements of the 
landscape. There is the difficulty of control burning of large extents of land and consequently 




The management compartments through subsequent years change in terms of boundaries, 
code and pr ojection. Therefore t o add dat a to t he l ayout o r to updat e t he historical dat a, 
each year had to be s tandardised to avoid conflicting or incorrect information being used in 
the decision making process. 
 
5.3.1 Fire Management Objectives 
 
The ideal fire regimes developed from workshops with Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife (EKZNW) 
were determined and pl aced in t he appropriate graphs (Fig. 4 .4) to act as a guide for fire 
management deci sion m akers. The r egimes consider t he main env ironmental and bi otic 
factors affecting fire behaviour and characteristics which consequently affects the fire regime 
of an area. The prescribed burning of the UDP-WHS is to fulfil three management objectives, 
i.e. water resources/ watershed management, national parks (protected areas) and security/ 
hazard r eduction. I deally, after pr olonged pr escribed bur ning following t hese g raphs using 
the EKZNW EDSS, will result in the fire regime of the UDP-WHS returning to an ecologically 
ideal regime. 
 
5.4 Geographical Information Systems (GIS) 
 
5.4.1 Use of Environmental Decision Support Systems 
 
The use of EDSS in environmental management has improved the efficiency and accu racy 
of the decision making process (Matthies et al. 2007). Many EDSSs completely remove the 
human el ement o f the p rocess, however with t he sy stem designed for the U DP-WHS t he 
human el ement w as purposely kept i ntact. B y allowing t he i nclusion of  hum an deci sion 
making and co upling t hat w ith t he e fficient a nd accu rate ch aracteristics of an E DSS, 
prevents the complete rigidity of a computerised statistical system but reduces the level of 
human er ror and time involved in co mplex st atistical a nalyses. T herefore co mbining a 
number of variables into one system, making rigid scientific information readily available but 
not compulsory in the decision making process. 
 
In natural resource management t here are complexities created by  multiple environmental 
dynamics and different decision makers having conflicting objectives. This in turn makes 
environmental D SSs complex appl ications, r equiring adv anced t echnologies and hi gh 
research and development efforts. They are also time consuming and expensive to develop 
and maintain (Liu and Stewart 2004). However, a well designed support system for natural 
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resource management i s an i nvaluable asse t t o de cision m akers, pr actitioners and 
stakeholders when faced with a decision problem (Liu and Stewart 2004). A EDSS also 





Creating a geodatabase t o ho st the fire m anagement deci sion su pport sy stem w as 
accomplished how ever t here w ere a few asp ects that l imited t he f ull potential of a  
geodatabase. 
 
The use of a geodatabase added functionalities that without, this EDSS would not have been 
possible. It allowed the housing of the newly created fire management toolbox which in turn 
housed the models required to run the support system. The storage of data in the 
geodatabase m eant i t could be t ranferable between co mputers due t o t he dat a not  be ing 
stored on i ndividual computers but in the geodatabase itself. The compression functionality 
of the geodatabase is advantageous because as geodatabases are edited the delta tables 
increase in size and t he number of states increase. Therefore the larger the tables and the 
more states mean more data ArcGIS must process each time one displays or runs analyses, 
slowing the performance of the support system. 
 
However, there are a number of data that cannot be stored within a geodatabase because 
they will lose functionality. For example, the excel document can be imported into the 
geodatabase bu t then b ecomes a s tatic table, defeating the purpose of having an excel 
spreadsheet. Therefore the portability function of the geodatabase becomes ineffective. 
There is a need for the user interface to be set-up in a par ticular way, therefore a ArcMap 
.mxd document was created that already has the study site template (containing the correct 
features with labels and correct settings), toolbox (containing the models), toolbar and graph 
templates located in the correct manner. The major concern with this is that every feature 
class and output has a path name to where they are found in the system. These data can 
still be por table by placing them in a folder that accompanies the geodatabase however the 
driver code changes from computer to computer. Therefore when loading the document, the 
drive letter must be kept constant between computers. 
 
Nevertheless, the use of excel is based on t he capacity of the end-users therefore allowing 
for a m uch higher number of users as excel is a common universal program with a si mpler 
user i nterface co mpared t o A rcGIS and asso ciated g eodatabases. Consequently more 
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people will under stand and have t he abi lity t o manage an ex cel docu ment co mpared t o 




The di fferent m ethodologies (preceding t he final m ethodology) utilised t hroughout t he 
development of the decision support system to achieve the resultant EDSS in chapter four, 
were aborted for some reason are another. The use of models was the only viable option for 
this kind of system. However the older version of ArcGIS (9.3.1) had a significant flaw of not 
being abl e to c reate graphs in t he m acro model bui lder. To c orrect t his problem a  new  
version of the program, that had only recently become available, had to be explored. This 
version (10) had the required functionality, however due t o i ts recent release required two 
service packs before the realisation that it had this capability. This version was only made 
available through a tertiary education institution that had the financial capacity to purchase 
the necessary licences. Due to the new version not being the common version, the number 
of people t hat can ut ilise t his type of  EDSS would be limited as a new version document 
cannot run all the processes in an older version of the program and the newer version will be 
financially available to limited number of users. 
 
Besides the financial r estraint, there a re a nu mber o f o ther considerations in t his type of 
environmental decision support system when using different programs and analytical tools. 
The updat ing o f t he gr aphs after se lecting o r dese lecting management co mpartments for 
prescribed bur ning t reatment onl y occu rs after r unning t he m odel. I t is not co mpletely 
interactive or  autonomous, i .e. does not upda te automatically, m aking t he pr ocess time 
consuming. 
 
5.5  Prescribed Burning 
 
The season in which prescribed burning takes place remains a controversial matter, 
predominately due to differences in objectives. According to Everson et al. (2004) the official 
consensus is that pr escribed bur ning i n t he uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park r egion occurs 
during ea rly winter, w inter and ear ly sp ring t o remove accu mulated fuel. Often bu rning i s 
used in the stimulation of growth out of season and this is where the disputes occur. Surely if 
the onl y obj ective w as to r emove t his r esidual pl ant material t hen t he t iming o f bu rning 
should occur when the grass sward is able to develop a suitable canopy recovery within the 
shortest time possible. It is acknowledged that prescribing burns during the vegetative 
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dormant per iod ( winter) w ill not  hav e a s ignificant long-term e ffect on t he sw ard’s vigour, 
composition, cover and/or productivity (see Morris 1998 Everson et al. 2004). Therefore the 
suggestions of when to burn are based on the physiological state of the plant at the time of 
burn instead of time or season of the year. For that reason, prescribed burning should occur 
as close to the beginning of the first spring rains (start of growth season due to change in 
temperature) as possible, ensuring rapid vegetative growth to reduce the time the soil 
surface is exposed to wind and water erosive forces (Everson et al. 2004). 
 
This is good i n t heory, however i n pr actice i t b ecomes more di fficult. First, de fining t his 
optimum t ime of year t o burn i s complex as the first spring rains are preceded by smaller 
intermittent rainfalls (which may bring slight changes in temperature) which do not initiate the 
rapid spring growth associated with spring rains and major temperature changes but does 
however initiate some growth. Therefore when the first spring rains do occur, sward growth 
has already begun and the initial tillers can be fatally damage (Everson et al. 2004). Second, 
due to prescribed burning management plans being planned in advance, the size of the area 
requiring management and limited man power, it is not always possible to base burning on 
the unpredictable first spring rains or temperature change. The si ze o f t he U DP-WHS 
(approximately 243 000 ha) means that it is i mpossible to burn all the r equired area j ust 
before sp ring. Therefore even t hough i t i s optimal t o bur n in ear ly sp ring ( when t here a re 
changes in temperature which initiates growth), breaking it up i nto three periods during the 
dormant season mean managers can safely burn the required area before the start of the 
growing season. 
 
To achieve the optimal fire regime certain management compartments have to be burnt each 
year w ithin a g iven t ime per iod. Given unl imited resources this w ould be ach ievable, 
however due t o l imited r esources including man power and a sh ort bur ning se ason t his 
becomes problematic. If the selected compartments are located within one area of the park 
then pr escribing bur ns are feasible but  i f they ar e sp read through the ent ire pa rk the 
probability of  bur ning the r equired co mpartments, w ithin t he se t t ime per iod, decr eases 
dramatically. This is due to distance between compartments requiring burns (resources and 
time) and a type of edge e ffect, where neighbouring compartments can be burnt as one 








The Drakensberg is known for its rich archaeological artefacts and unique sensitive areas, 
hence the reason for the precaution feature class in the decision support system. However 
with t his awareness of these sensitive ar eas comes the i ncrease i n r esources required to 
protect them. Specialised prescribed burning techniques and time are required to 
successfully burn that specific compartment without damaging the object contained within it. 
This, as mentioned above, is sometimes not feasible with the limited available 
resources/capacity (labour) and the extra time required to burn that compartment. This may 
potentially result in two things, avoidance of compartments with special precautions in them 
during the management planning stages, or dur ing implementation on the ground, ignoring 
the need for sp ecial bur n t echniques (due t o t ime and r esources) and bur ning the 
compartment as normal, resulting in damage to that sensitive object/s. 
 
Conversely, when prescribing special burning techniques for individual anthropo-objects the 
fire requirements of the vegetation are not considered. Therefore applying these techniques 
to par ts of t hese m anagement compartments may pot entially r esult i n changes in species 
and pl ant co mmunity co mposition, w hich g oes against the obj ective of  i mplementing 
prescribed burning. 
 
However, there is a need for these sensitive areas in terms of cultural heritage and tourism 
and a need for prescribed burning. Therefore resources need to be made available to ensure 
these special prescribed burning techniques for these sensitive areas are implemented 
correctly with the l east amount of damage to the vegetation to satisfy both management 
needs. 
5.5.2 Unexpected burns 
 
The presence of natural ( lightning) and u nnatural (arson, accidental, etc.) fire creates an 
uncertainty o f w hich areas to bur n. A  ce rtain se t o f co mpartments can be se lected t o be  
burnt for t hat year, however a nat ural fire could result in the burning o f compartments not 
selected for t hat y ear d ue t o l ightning’s high pr evalence and  unpr edictability. T he m ajor 
problem faced by the Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife managers is the difficulty in applying suggested 
fire regimes is the transfrontier problems associated with the neighbouring country, Lesotho, 
which include trafficking of drugs and firearms over the international border, i llegal hunting, 
stealing of commercial and subsistence farmer’s stock and arson fires. The injudicious use 
of fire ( arson fires) has a si gnificant i mpact on fire m anagement pl ans and ach ieving t he 
required objectives (Krüger 2007). The Drakensberg grasslands are purposefully burnt in an 
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attempt t o di vert at tention and resources from m ain s muggling r outes, i n 
frustration/retaliation t o successful en forcement of t he l aw and,  t o hunt  game attracted t o 
burnt areas (Krüger 2007; Sycholt 2002 ). M any of t hese fires are not  contained and can 
result in unprescribed runaway fires burning undesignated compartments, severely hindering 
management efforts to prescribe the ecologically correct fire regime.  
 
Thus this requires that the decision support system needs to be able to receive unexpected 
updates and add them to the model all year round. This flexibility is vital for the managers to 
make ad justments to the fire m anagement pl ans. They will b e able t o change which 
compartments to burn to continue to satisfy the fire regime requirements. The use of an 
excel spreadsheet and EDSS makes this achievable, instantaneous and user friendly. 
 
5.5.3 Fire Breaks 
 
To co mply with South A frican legislation f ire-breaks have t o be bu rnt annual ly i n t he 
Drakensberg, affecting 5-10% of the landscape and creating an early season growth flush. 
This attracts herbivory and consequent defoliation having a potential effect on surface soil 
properties, sp ecies composition and diversity ( O’Connor et al. 2004). T his is a si gnificant 
area percentage that needs to be taken into consideration when determining the annual 
percentage area required to burn. However fire breaks, do not  have a significantly negative 
effect on the landscape and are seen as a sustainable management practice according to 




Vegetation pattern (and consequently faunal assemblages) in the world... is driven primarily by water 
availability and soil nutrients. Superimposed upon this, fire and grazing (by livestock and native 
herbivores) are major secondary drivers, and those most manipulated by human management (Kutt 
and Woinarski 2007: 95) 
 
The lower elevations of the Drakensberg are under heavy pressure from overgrazing (KNCS 
1999), combined with inappropriate fire management practices to promote out of season 
growth, results in land degradation. The inappropriate use of fire and overgrazing in the 
Drakensberg w ill r esult i n r educed w ater q uality, i ncreased so il er osion, increased w oody 
vegetation and decreased biodiversity (Blignaut et al. 2008; Kutt and Woinarski 2007). It has 
also di rectly been l inked t o a decl ine i n bi rd and sm all-mammal population ( Kutt and  
Woinarski 2007).  
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5.6.1 Carbon loss 
 
Soil organic matter is the largest terrestrial organic carbon sink, with total carbon being three 
times higher than that of terrestrial vegetation. This is important in terms of climate change 
and carbon storage. The release of this CO2
 
 is due to land degradation, such as overgrazing 
and consequent soil erosion, causing an increase in the effects of climate change (Abril et al. 
2005). According to Abril et al. (2005), burning of overgrazed areas results in a permanent 
tendency to carbon loss therefore the ideal fire regime for the Drakensberg may be ideal for 
the ar ea bu t due to ov ergrazing may pot entially be m ore det rimental t o t he l andscape i n 
terms of functionality and soil (and consequent carbon) loss. 
5.7 Future Research 
 
The development of Environmental Decision Support Systems (EDSSs) in natural resource 
management i s progressing r apidly, r esulting i n a growing r esearch f ocus as the 
complexities of socio-economic and biophysical interactions are increasingly acknowledged 
(Matthies et al. 2007). A significant factor in the increased utilisation of EDSSs is the 
advancements associated with Geographical Information Systems (GIS), i.e. the geographic 
and statistical analysis and visualisation tools (Matthies et al. 2007). This is evident in the 
increased analysis capabilities of ArcMap 10 f rom its predecessor ArcMap 9.3.1, which was 
pivotal for the completion of this research.  
 
The fire management EDSS of the UDP-WHS has its limitations in that there is not an EDSS 
tool or model specifically designed for fire management. According to literature reviewed by 
Bonazountas et al. (2007), there have been efforts to create EDSSs for fire management by 
utilising t echnologies such as GIS, how ever no i ntegrated system ex ists. There ar e 
numerous software programs to predict where fires may occur or behave for fire prevention 
and f ighting, but no t i n determining w hich ar eas require prescribed b urning to sa tisfy a  
specific fire regime (e.g. Bonazountas et al. 2007; Iliadis 2005; Keramitsoglou et al. 2004). 
Hence, the development of this fire management EDSS took a year with an understanding of 
GIS and EDSSs. Whereas with predesigned programs or tools which only require a few 
inputs; results can be obtained quicker with a minimal understanding of a GIS program. The 
lack o f a su itable pr ogram/tool m eans that there ar e l imitations in t he m ethodology: the 
EDSS cr eated i n t his research i s not fully i nteractive, the dat a in t he l ayout cannot be 
updated automatically, the EDSS is not fully portable and, requires an expert in the field of 
GIS to maintain the EDSS and to rectify any unforeseen problems. A specialised program 
will also decrease the amount of potential human error. There is a potential for human error, 
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for example, when entering data into the excel spreadsheet or when compartments do not 
receive pr escribed bur ning for an  eco logically unacce ptable per iod o f t ime due to hum an 
decision making. Data may potentially be entered automatically and a rotational system in 
place to ensure that all compartments will receive prescribed burning when it is ecologically 
acceptable. 
 
Further adv ancements in G IS w ill provide opportunities for further r esearch i nto t he 
development of m anagement specific (i.e. fire management) decision support sy stems in 





The conservation o f biodiversity and pr otection o f infrastructure and se nsitive areas within 
the uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site (UDP-WHS) was the driving force 
behind the development of  the Fi re Management Environmental Decision Support System 
(EDSS). The sy stem was developed t o ai d deci sion m akers in i mplementing annual  
prescribed burns in accordance to ideal fire regimes of the landscape. This chapter 
discussed the development of t he EDSS, relating back t o the theoretical framework in 










This chapter  outlines the achievement of the research objectives, i.e. to identify the UDP- 
WHS boundaries and altitudinal zonation, create a template, determine fire management 
objectives, g ather i nformation o f v arious aspects of the U DP-WHS, d evelop an  
environmental deci sion su pport m odel and,  create a geodatabase housi ng t he fire 
management deci sion s upport system; to ach ieve t he ov erall ai m o f developing a f ire 
management environmental decision support system for the uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park 
World Heritage Site based on the ecologically ideal fire regimes of individual altitudinal belts 




6.2.1 Identify the uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site (UDP- WHS) 
boundaries and al titudinal zo nation and Create a t emplate and Triangulated 
Irregular Network ( TIN), containing the management polygons (compartments) 
and compartment identification number 
 
Study site data, both quantitative and q ualitative, were collected from various sources. The 
corrective digitising of each year (1991-2010) of the management compartments resulted in 
a base map containing 489 management compartments. Each compartment was assigned a 
unique identification code. The Digital Terrain Model (DTM) and relief data were utilised in 
the development of a Tr iangulated Irregular Network (TIN) of the UDP-WHS containing the 
management co mpartments. This was necessary i n t he det ermination of  t he three-
dimensional area of the study site. 
 
The altitudinal zonation was determined by creating three altitudinal belts (polygon feature) 
from t he contour dat a (polyline f eature). These t hree al titudinal bel ts were digitised and  
merged w ith t he management c ompartments to cr eate 884  su b-divided co mpartments. 
These su b-divided co mpartments do not  r eceive uni que co des as management de cisions 
are made per management compartment and subsequently management decisions are 
applied to the sub-divided compartments. There were no limitations at the end of this 
process and therefore the objectives of ‘identifying the uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World 
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Heritage Site (UDP- WHS) boundaries and altitudinal zonation’ and ‘creating a template, 
containing the management pol ygons ( compartments) and co mpartment i dentification 
number’ were achieved. 
 
6.2.2 Determine fire management objectives of the UDP- WHS, Gather information of 
various aspects of the UDP-WHS and Consultations and workshops with 
Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife 
 
There were a number of consultations and workshops with Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife (EKZNW) 
personnel. T he outcomes of t hese workshops were t he theoretical ideal fire r egimes and 
management objectives of each altitudinal belt found within the UDP-WHS. Due to the verbal 
format of these data it had to be converted to GIS format. This allowed for the visual display 
of minimal, maximum and ideal percentage area per year since last burnt for each altitudinal 
belt and the development of the precaution feature class. These workshops made available 
historical fire data for desired period and sensitive information on important areas such as 
rock ar t and i nfrastructure l ocation. Therefore t he objectives, ‘Determine f ire m anagement 
objectives of the UDP- WHS’, ‘gather information of various aspects of the UDP-WHS’ and 
consultations and workshops with Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife were achieved. 
 
6.2.3 Development of environmental decision support models 
 
The decision su pport system co ntains two m odels necessary t o aut omatically di splay and 
update the required data. The two models are required to select management compartments 
requiring prescribed burning treatment and, after desired selections are made, to export the 
information to update the historical data consequently updat ing the years since last burnt. 
This is then co ntinuously updat ed i n t he m anagement co mpartment feature cl ass in t he 
ArcMap docu ment. The f unctionality pr ovided by t he l atest v ersion of A rcMap m ade 
completing the models viable.  These models were developed to required specifications thus 
allowing t he ob jective, development o f env ironmental deci sion su pport models, to be 
achieved. 
 
6.2.4 Create a geodatabase housing the fire management decision support system 
 
The development o f a geodatabase was required t o house  t he fire m anagement deci sion 
support system, al lowing the sy stem t o be a s tand alone t ool not  depe ndent on a si ngle 
computer. A geodatabase w as developed, however t he full ca pabilities of a geodatabase 
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was not ut ilised due t o the r equirement o f t he excel sp readsheet which ca nnot be st ored 
within a geodatabase. The storage of an excel document within a geodatabase results in the 
document l osing i ts statistical f unctionality. Therefore t he ob jective o f ‘ creating a 
geodatabase housing the fire management decision support system’ was achieved but with 
the limitation of not  being fully f unctional. This was overcome by placing the geodatabase 
along with the excel document and other features within one folder. Therefore the one folder 
can be a stand alone tool with conserving the functionality of all the features within it. 
 
6.3 Aim 
All the objectives of this research were achieved and therefore the overall aim, of developing 
a fire management environmental decision support system for the uKhahlamba Drakensberg 
Park World Heritage Site based on the ecologically ideal fire regimes of individual altitudinal 




Fire i s an i ntegral co mponent o f eco systems, a ffecting al l asp ects o f resource and  
ecosystem management. H uman i nfluences have r esulted i n sh ifts in n atural fire regimes 
resulting in management of f ire-prone environments containing fire-maintained ecosystems 
needing to meet multiple objectives including protection of infrastructure and conservation of 
biodiversity. Planned bur ning i s fundamental for managers to ach ieve f ire and  ot her 
landscape obj ectives to m aintain t he eco logical f unctioning o f t he eco systems however, 
there is often difficulty in prescribing appropriate fire regimes. There is a need for decision 
support systems that integrate scientific data and management practices to be able to 
ecologically select areas to bur n in keeping with the natural fire regime, while pr otecting 
infrastructure and sensitive areas. Decision support systems also make evaluating, justifying 
and validating decisions made during the decision making process, possible. 
 
A fire management decision support system for the uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World 
Heritage S ite was developed. This system aids the custodians of t he si te, Ezemvelo KZN 
Wildlife management (decision m akers), in dev eloping t he a nnual pr escribed bu rning 
management plan to be applied to the management compartments of the park. The ideal fire 
regimes for each altitudinal belt were developed and utilised in the decision support system. 
This ensures that, eco logically, t he co rrect fire regime would be appl ied to the landscape. 
Therefore conserving biodiversity, while infrastructure and sensitive areas are integrated in 
the su pport sy stem al lowing t he deci sion m akers to appl y a bur ning r egime t hat bo th 
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conserves biodiversity a nd pr otects anthropogenic infrastructure and s ensitive ar eas. The 
fire m anagement env ironmental deci sion su pport sy stem provides a means of evaluation, 
justification and v alidation o f t he de cisions taken during the prescribed bur ning decision 
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Technique Where Used Procedure Advantages Disadvantages Figure 
Head Fire Large ar eas, br ush 
fields, clearcuts, 
under s tands w ith 
light fuels 
Backfire downwind line until safe line 
created. Light Head Fire 
Rapid, inexpensive, good smoke 
dispersal. C an b e us ed i n 
overgrazed grasslands. 
High i ntensity, h igh s potting 
potential 
2.1a 
Back Firing Under tree c anopy, 
heavy f uels near 
firelines 
Backfire from downwind line; may 
build a dditional l ines an d bac kfire 
from each line 
Slow, l ow i ntensity, low s corch, 
low spotting potential, easiest and 
safest w ith s teady wind di rection. 
Can be used in grasslands. 
Expensive, s moke s tays near 
ground, t he l ong t ime r equired 
may a llow wind s hift, C ant use 










Backfire downwind line until safe line 
created. F or c entre f iring, c entre i s 
lighted f irst. R ing then lighted al ong 
perimeter to draw to centre 
Very r apid, best s moke di spersal, 
very h igh i ntensity, C onvection 
generated by these interior fires 
creates i n-drafts, dr aws f ire a way 
from surrounding vegetation 
May de velop da ngerous 
convection currents; m ay 
develop l ong di stance spotting; 
may require large crew. 
2.1c 
Method f or 
grasslands  
Two perpendicular backfires burning 
downwind until s afe l ine c reated. 
Light head fire at opposite end 
 
Greatly r educes t he r isk of  l osing 
control of prescribed burns. 
Meeting of f lame fronts w ill 
prevent further spreading 
Mostly h igh intensity, s potting 
potential. Wind shift may occur. 
2.1d 
Strip Head Fire Large ar eas, br ush 
fields, clearcuts, 
partial cuts with light 
slash u nder tree 
canopies 
Backfire f rom dow nwind line u ntil 
safe l ine c reated. Start head f ire at  
given distance up wind. C ontinue 
with s uccessive s trips of  w idth t o 
give desired flames 
 
Relatively rapid, intensity adjusted 
by s trip widths, f lexible, m oderate 
cost. Can be used in grasslands. 
Need access within area; under 
stands having 3 or strips 
burning at  one t ime may cause 
high intensity fire interaction 
2.1e 
Chevron Burning Broken, s teep, 
topography, where a 
prominent r ound h ill 
(or“koppie”) occurs. 
Five to six burners with drip torches. 
Ignition i s s tarted simultaneously b y 
all the burners on the top of the hill, 
move i n a  s tar-like pat tern do wnhill 
at equal speed 
Very safe technique for this type of 
terrain, can be applied in all kinds 
of fuel, grassland, fynbos and 
inside i ndustrial p lantations, f ire 
intensity can be controlled 
Need light or  no wind 
conditions, l abour i ntensive, 
need t o c oordinate s peed 
moving downslope 
2.1f 
Spot H ead/ Point 
Source Fire 
Large ar eas, 
clearcuts, p artial 
cuts w ith l ight s lash 
under tree canopies, 
mature, plantations 
 
Backfire f rom dow nwind line u ntil 
safe l ine c reated. S tart s pots at  
given d istances upwind. Adjust spot 
to give desired flames. 
Relatively rapid, intensity adjusted 
by s pot s pacing, c an g et variable 
effects from head and  f lank fires, 
moderate costs 
Need ac cess w ithin ar ea i f not  
done aerially. 
2.1g 
“Botha fire-box” Burning firebreaks in 
grasslands/ 
savannas 
Grass set al ight ar ound t he i nside 
perimeter of the open “box” 
structure. Completion of burn, move 
box along. 
Safe bur ning under ex tremely 
windy conditions, l abour e fficient, 
suited to broken topography 
Slow in comparison to the other 
burning techniques f or 
constructing fire breaks. 
2.1h 



























































Prescribed bur ning techniques used i n f ire management, a)  head fire; b)  bac k firing; c ) 
centre/circular f iring; d) centre/circular firing method pr imarily used in burning grasslands; 
e) strip head fire; f) Chevron burning; g) spot head/ point source fire; and h) “Botha fire-box” 
used for constructing fire breaks.
Adapted from (de Ronde et al. 2004a; West 2005) 
Corrugated Iron 
‘Botha-Box’
Burning of Unnatural 
Fire Break
Burned Area
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